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I. INTRODUCTION

The Higher Education Opportunity Program (HEOP) was instituted by the State

of New York as a vehicle to facilitate the provision of equal access to educa

tional opportunity at independent institutions of higher learning within the

State. The major thrust of this program is directed towacd on-canpus programs

at independent two and four year colleges and universities.

Under the auspices of HEOP, an opportunity to participate in courses at the

post secondary level has been extended to educationally and financially disad-

vantaged inmates of correctional facilities. The first such HEOP program was

initiated in the Spring of 1973 at Green Haven, a maximum security facility in

EasterR New York State. Since that tine, HEOP programs hIve been instituted at

three additional maximum security facilities within the State; Great Meadow,

Attica, Auburn, and one medium security facility, Coxsackie. Great Meadow and

Coxsackie began programs in the Spring of 1974; Attica in the Summer of 1975,

and Auburn in the Fall of 1976.

Despite the fact that these programs have been in effect for a relatively

short period of time, it is desirable and timely to investigate effects Which

they may produce. However, since they represent a revolutionary adjunct to

existing strategies for rehabilitation and reform, there is no accountability

precedent to provide formative or summative feedback. In fact, a review of the

literature indicated that a study investigating either the process or the impact

of higher educational programs in prisons has not been conducted.

There is then a need to design and implement strategies which provide this

type of feedback and, therefore, aid in determining future program direction. In

a time which is demanding accountability and jnstification of expenditures, the

need for such an evaluation has been made a ptiority by the HEOP office.

tJ
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N. TATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Higher Education Opportunity Program of the State Education Depart-

ment (SED) supports credit bearing courses in various correctional facilities

in New York State. This preliminary follow-up of exoffenders Who were enrolled

in one of five HEOP programs while incarcerated was conducted to:

4

1. examine the impact of HEOP prison programs through a documentation

of release experience, and

2. determine and document tho processes inherent in the conduct of

such an examination in order to determine the feasibility of eval-

uation strategies.

I *,
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III. METHODOLOGY
..

A. The Treatment

Like the more traditional on-campus HEOP programs, incarcerated students

are able to work toward and obtain a baccalaureate or associate degree by

taking courses from an aCcredited institution. This is possible because each

prison program is affiliated with an accredited area college or consortium of

colleges which has a resident HEOP program. In general, NO types of programs

are in existence; the in-prison program and the educational release program. In

the in-prison program, professors and instructors from the area college teach

courses at the prison. In the educational release program, inmates are allowed,
,

,

to leave the prison in order to attend classes on the campus of the area

college. They return to the correctional facility each day.

The prisons and the colleges with which they are affiliated are presented in

Table 1 below. (Appendix A contains a more detailed desCription of the HEOP

program at each of the prisons).

Ill

TABLE 1

Prisons and Affiliated Colleges

Green Haven . , . . Marist College

Great Meadow . . . Skidmore College,
University Without Walls

Coxsackie Junior College of Albany
Russell Sage College

Attica Consortium of the Niagara Frontier
Canisius College
DaerCM College
Niagut a University

Auburn
University College of Syracuse University
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B. The Sample

The sample consists of 277 male exoffenders who attended dEOP programs while

incarcerated in one of five maximum security prisons in the State of New Yo,k.

The parameters for inclusion in this sample were:

1. successful completion of at least one academic credit;

2. identification of release status by.HEOP Prison Program Directors and;

3. verification of release status through the New York State Department of

Correctional Services (DOCS).

Therefore, the sample includes those exoffenders who were released from pri-

son at least three annths prior to data collection at DOCS and whose names were

forwarded to the researchers by the Prison Program Director. November 1, 1977

was given as the cutoff date. Since the sample size for the fifth program is so

small (N=5) the cutoff date for this program was extended to December 1, 1977..

Table 2 below presents the sample size by prison and release status.

The remainder of the biographic/demographic infocmation is pr!sented in the

results section.

TABLE 2

Sample by Prison and Relvse Status

Type Of Release

Prison N% 'Parole"
Court
Order Reversal Sero

Green Haven . 47/17.0 46 1 0 0

Great Meadow . 63/22.7 61 1 1 0
t

Coxsackie . . .113/40.8 106 3 0 4

Attica 49/17.7 v 48 0 1 0

Auburn . . . . 5/1.8 5 0 0 0

er,
277/100 266/96.0% 5/1.8%. 2/0.7% 4/1.4%

*includes conditional release and Chapter 14g.
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C. The Instrumentation

The instrumentation for this study consists of a series of forms uscv. to

collect the data. The complete set of fo.fins, presented in Appendix .B, are.

described below.

Form 1/1 was used bi proje'ct personnel to collect data from the Departient of

Correctional Services (DOCS). This form, patterned after a form used by the

Divipidn of Pi*ogram Planning, Research and Evaluation at DOCS, contains

biographic/demographic information, location of parole officer for follow-up
,

purposes, and information relating to criminal record. (see Appendix B-1).

4

Form #2 was used by Prison Program personnel to supply information relating

to the HEOP in-prison educational prbgram. Data includes Grade Point Average,

(GPA), tength of Time in Program, and Number of Hours Completed. Form 1/2.also

includes a rating scale, Counselor's Prognosis; being investigated for use at

intake to predict a student's success potential. In this study, all responses

to this scale were ascertained post hot. Therefore, the scale was accompanied

by a reliability of rating scale in which the rater was asked to rate the

accuracy of his potentiality rating. Nevertheless, given the'limitation of time

of rating, any finding(s) which may result from the use of the scale would have

to be taken only as indicators to be replicated in a later study. The instru-

ment was included in this study for pilot test purposes only. Form 1/2 in its

entirety is presented in Appendix B-2.

Form 1/3 is a questionnaire used to elicit post release information from

parole officers. The instrument was designed by project personnel and utilizes

suggestions obtained through consultation wlth the Executive Director of Parole

and parole officers. Form #3 requests information related to the career (i.e.,

employment); educational, and criminal records of the sample. Each question-

naire was accompanied by a consent form which was signed by each exoffender
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prior to release of this data. A copy of the questionnaire and the consent form

are contained in Appendix B-3.

Form 114 wet used to collect educational information from colleges attended by

the subjects after their release from prison. The form, designed by project

personnel, first requested verification that the subject had been enrolledand,

if so, aiked fdr the dates of enrollment, length of enrollment, number of hours

completed and GPA. (see Appendix B-4)

D. The Procedure

1. Establishing the Sample
CI

a) HEOP Prison Program Directors were asked to identify and forward a list

of names of those inmates who were no longer enrolled in the program and whom

the director thought had been released from prison. In order to be included in

this list, an inmate must have successfully completed at least one academic

credit.

b) The names so forwarded were verified for release status through the New

York State Department of Correctional Services (DOCS).

This was a two step process. First, Department Identification Numbers

(DIN's) were obtained from prison officials at the request of HEOP Pr.kson

Program Directors. Second, the verification search was completed by project

personnel at DOCS in Albany.

Process Considerations

In many cases the Prison Program Directors do not know whether an inmate has

been released from prison or transferred to another prison. This necessitates

the verificatiOn of release status through the New York State Department of

Correctional Services. Iu order to complete this procedure, it is advantageous

to have the DIN numbers of the exoffenders although it is possible,to verify
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status if an individual's bitth date and years of incarceration are known.

Since HEOP personnel do not keep a record of DIN numbers in their files, the

4)
numbers must be supplied by corrections personnel at each prison. In some

cases, DIN numbers are difficult to obtain because the numbers are not always

available at the individual prisons, especially for those individuals who were

incarcerated before this classification procedure was instituted.

There is one advantageous aspect of the verification process which is extre-

mely important to note. That is, when verifying whether or dot an exoffender
40

has been released from prison or simply transferred, it is possible to determine

whether the subject has been reincarcerated. Therefore, thiF information

(referred to in the discussion relating to subsequent record) was obtained at
41

this step for all subjects.

2. Collecting.the Data

a) The initial data needed to establish'the sample was obtained through a

letter from project staff to Prison Program Directors. The letter described the

project, introduced project personnel, and detailed the information needed to

select and determine eligibility of specific subject,s. The letter was sent

during the Summer of 1977.

b) The letter was followed by an on-site visit by project staff to each of

the Ptison Program Directors to explain the study more fully, to elicit their

cooperation in communicating with prison personnel when necessary and in pro-

viding relevant HEOP program data, and f4na1ly to itemize the actual data which

would be needed from each program. The visits took place during the Fall of

1977.

c) After several preliminary meetings with administrative personnel at the

State University College at Buffalo and HEOP personnel at the State Education

Department in Albany, it was egtermined that the best, most effective and effi-
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cient way to obtain post release data for this study would be io obtain the sup-

port of the Executive Director of the New York State Executive Department,

\Division of Parole.

Prior to any direct communication by project personnel with the Executive

Director, a letter of introduction and request for support was sent to him from

the Chief of the Bureau.of Higher Education Opportunity Programs.

d) Subsequently, a meeting with the Executive Director and project

personnel was held in Albany during the early Fall of 1977. During this meeting

the Executive Director was familiarized with the purpose of the study and his

support was requested. He was most gracious in his response, agreeing to aid in

the provision of access to data necesgary for the completion of the study. As a

first and necessary step, the Executive Director called together members of the

Program Planning Committee of DOCS so that project personnel could present the

study to them and obtain their approval. This presentation was later followed

by a letter from JnD Research stating that the project was in compliance with

research guidelines established by the Program Planning Committee. Additionally,

at this first meeting with the Executive Director a procedure was established -

for collecting data. The procedure entailed the following steps:

Step 1. Utilizing records housed at DOCS to collect biographic/demographic

data and to identify the parole area office where each exoffender had been

assigned. This step was to be completed by project personnel using Form

#1;

Step 2. Designing and printing a survey (referred to as Form 1/3) to be

sent (th ough the Executive Director's Office) to each parole officer.

This step was to be completed by project Personnel, and;

Step 3. Th distribution and collection of the survey. This step was to

be complete\ by the Executive Director's office.
(\,\

111
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e) All forms used for the collection of data in tnis study were designed

wiLh input from appropriate personnel. For example, personnel associated with

the criminal justice system and relevant HEOP personnel contributed and/or

edited forms related to that aspect of the study. Personnel associated with

HEOP programs consultstd on forms related to the educational aspect of the study,

and college personnel offered advice on collecting data from post release

colleges.

f) Data contained on Form #1 was collecced by project personnel for all

subjects who had been verified as having been released from prison Data

collection was carried out in Albany in the file room of DOCS. Collection com-

menced in October.1977 and continued until April 1978.

g) In order to collecb, data related to the in-prison HEOp program, Form 112

was mailed to Prison Program Directors in the Spring of 1978. The form was

completed by,HEOP prison program personnel during the Spring semester and the

Summer of 1978. When necessary; verification and recollection'of data took

place during the following school year.

h) The Parole Officer Survey (Form 113) was disseminated and collected 4

through the Office of the Executive Director, Division of Parole, DOCS. Forms

werp$Mailed to parole officers in the Spring of 1928. Officers were asked to

obtain the consent of parolees, complete the form, and return it within one

month. ne rate of return was high (approximately 85%).

For all surveys which had not been returned by the specified date, project

personnel made follow-up telephone calls to parole officers. When possible,

(tht is, if consent had been given) the information was obtained over the

telepbone. ,If consent had not been obtained', the officer divulged any infor-

'mation which he felt would not be a breach of confidence. For example, if the

parolee had no subsequent record or Was attending a college, the officer might

1 -I
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have indicated this. It should be noted that since information regarding sub-

sequent record was available to project personnel through DOCS, it was not

necessary to obtain this particular information from parole officers in order for

the study to be Valid.

i) For those subjects who were no longer on parole (e.g., completed

sentence), information contained on the Parole Officer Survey was obtained from

the latest parole report in the subject's corrections/parole record. For those

subjects who had never been on paLole (e.g., Reversal, Court Order, Sero),

information on subsequent record was obtained during the verification process

(as it was for all subjects-see section 1). In addition, post release school

information was obtained from HEOP Prison Program Directors whenever possible.

j) Based on responses from parole officers, from records at DOCS, and from

HEOP Prison Program Directors, colleges attended by exoffenders in the study

were identified. Approximately 62 colleges were identified from the two forms..

A conference was held with the Director of Admissions at SUCB in order to

insure that the release of information by colleges was permissible without the

specific consent of the stibjeci.. Project personnel were referred to the "Guide

to Post-secondary Institutions for Implemention of the Family Educational Rights

and Privacy Act of 1974 As' Amended" prepared by Task Force on the Family

Educational Right!, and Privacy Act of 1974; "Buckley Amendment"; American

Association of Collegiats,Registrars and Admissions of 1976. This guide in-

cludes a statement that institutions may disclose education records without

written consent of students if the information is to be used for research

purposes and anonymity is preserved. (Section"V; A,3,d).

In June 1978, Form 114 (the post release college survey) with a cover letter

from HEOP-SED was sent to each college from the HEOP Albany office. The letter

briefly describe the study and requested help following ul; HEOP students. The

1



college was directed to return Form 114 to JnD Re earch. Neither the letter nor

the form make any reference to the particular HEW program so that the colleges

could not possibly know that the subjects ware eXoffenders.

At the end of the Summer of 1978, project personnel telephoned all non-

respondents to ascertain the reasons for not retUrning the survey and to obtain

the information over the phone. Additionally, phone calls were made during the

year the data were being coded to clarify discrepancies and/or fill in blanks.

Process Considerations

In order to gain access to the data necessary for comfiletion of this study,

it was necessary,to obtainThe cooperation of tbe New York State Department of

oCorrectional Services and the New York-State Executive Department, Division ofv

Parole. Data relating to criminal record, both previous and subsequent, was
A

available only through these Departments. This! entailed establishing more

extensive linkages between"JnD Research, as the HEOP representative, and these

aforementioned Departments than has previously e isted.

Prior to January 1, 1978, the Division of Parole was part of the Department

of Correctional Services. All personnel and records were housed at DOCS. On

JanuaTy 1, 1978, the Division became part of the Executive Department, an organ-

izational arrangement which had previously exi ted between the years of 1930

and 1971. When-the previous organization was e-established,the Division moved

its offices and its records to a different location. Since the actual move did

not take place until Spring 1978; it was possible for project personnel to

obtain data related to biographies and demographics (and criminal record) con-

tained on Form 111, and data related to parole information., such as name and loco-

tton of current parole officer, at one location. This expedited a process which

was already extremely time consuming. Future data collection in New York State
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would have to be conducted at two locations..

In order to follow up released offenders, it was necessary not only to

identify specific parole officers but also to establish contact with them, since

parole aficers have the best idea where to locate an exoffender. This brings

up an,important point. That is, without attempting to contact an exoffender

directly using addresses or leads from the HEOP program files, a process which

would be time consuming and a gamble at bests, the parole pfficer is the only

direct link to the exoffender. Any subject who is no longer on parole, or who

has never been on parole cannot be assessed"in detail using a secondary source.

The words 'in detail' have,been used because it is possible through DOCS records

to ascertain simply whether or not a subject has been reincarcerated.

As stated previously, contact with parole officers was established for the

project by the EXecutive Director of the Division of Parole. Obviously, the suc

cess of this particular project is highly related to the above procedural

assistance. Any replication would also be dependent on this type of

cooperation.

On the positive side, the most important process consideration was the sup

portive relationship established between HEOP, DOCS, and Parole. Most

especially, the support of the Executive Director was invaluable. His interest

and continued support contributed greatly to the completion of this study.

On the negative side, the most serious process consideration was the length

of time necessary to collect the data at most levels. To say the least, data

collection was slow and in some cases tedious.

More specifically, in order to locate and collect data from records main

tained at DOCS, certain familiarity with the record system is required. Th ..! pre

sent project was fortunate in being able to obtain the services of data

colleoorS who were not only familiar with these records but also possessed a

4(.1
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great deal of knowledge about the HEOP Progrem itself. In spite of ,this posi-

tive aspect, a minim* of twenty minutes per subject was required to complete

.Form #1. Resultingly, the data was somewhat expensive to collect.

Data collectionmas also slow at other stages. With the exception of the

data collection at DOCS and the survey of parole officers, it was necessary to go

back time and time again at the other collection stages. Forms were incomplete

and/or did not make sense. Although both college personnel and HEOP personnel

helped to mal,c. the data both complete and accurate, the process nevertheless

took many months. It is interesting to note that the last piece of information

was received from a college on January 23, 1980, one and one half years after

the initial request was made.

As a result of the experiences incurred during the tenure of this project,

several recommendations for HEOP emerge. It is highly recommended that

HEOP programs keep complete, accurate records, at least on basic program

variables. Perhaps the establishment of standard intake and process record

forms, which could be used by all programs, would facilitate both Tesearch and

evaluation.

In addttion, it would be advantageous for a subsequent evaluation/follow-up

utilizing an interview approach if HEOP prison personnel attempted to maintain

close relationships with each.student, encouraging or in some way bringing about

communication from the student to HEOP personnel afer the student has left the

program. This would certainly facilitate direct follow-up with each student.

Since this precedent has been established with at least one HECP prison program

,to date, it appears not to be as impossible as it might on first thought.

3. Defining the Variables

To reiterate, data were collected from four sources:

1. Department of Correctional Services and New York State Executive
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Department, Division of Parole records. (Forms #1 and #3);

2. HEOP Prison Programs. (Form 1/2);

3. Parole Officers. (Form #3); and

4. Records from colleges attended by exoffenders after release. (Form

#4).

a) In order to define eacti variable in the most opportune way, conferences

were held with a variety of experts. These included: HEOP personnel at the

program and state level; Correctional Services and Division uf Rarole,personnel;

Professors in the Criminal Jnstice Department at the State University College

at Buffalo; attorneys working for the Division of Parole, in private practice,

associated with family court, and working for legal aid; parole officers.; and an

exoffender who was serving as the coordinator of a federally funded Early

Release Program.

b) A review of the literature was conducted to identify current methods of

defining recidivism in order to incorporate them into an operational definition.

c) From the collected data, 73 variables were identified, operationally

defined, and a coding scheme established for each variable.

d) The variables and coding schemes were presented for review to two mem-

bers of the New York State Executive Department, Division of Parole, (i.e., t.he

Executive Director and the Director of Evaluation and Planning). Both

found the system acceptable.

Process Considerations

Seventy-three variables were developed from the data. From a process point

of view, the development of these variables is extremely interesting.,That is,

it is interesting to see just what data it is possible to collect and how these

data can be translated into usable form. The fact that many months were spent

9

*0
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in this endeavor is perhaps compensaLed by the fact that we hope the opera-

tionalization of variables has been done appropriately for this population.

One of the most difficult and challenging aspects of the variable develop-

ment was operationalizing variables relating to recidivism. A major problem

with using recidivism as a dependent variable is the dif4culty in attempting to
me,

define it explicitly. A review of the literature indicates that there is no

-single, agreed upon definition used across-research studies or reports.

Consensus simply does not exist.

In an attempt to respond to this, it was necessary to create a great many

variables. Therefore, although 73 variables do exist, not all are separate and

distinct. For example, for previous record, instead of coding variable 1114,

'Number of.. Times Guilty; 1115, Number of Times Not Guilty; and 1/16, Number of

Times Don't Know (i.e., Whether a subject was guilty or not guilty) as three

separate variables, Number of Times Guilty could have been included as the only

variable. However, since this is a process study, all possibilities were

included. This was done in order to paint as nearly complete and fair a picture

of each subject as possible. In addition, considering the lack of a cahsistent
10

definition of recidivism in the literature, variables were coded so as to be

comparable with as many definitions as possible.

Resuitingly, although 73 variables have been developed from the data, not

all of these variables will appropriately be used in an evaluation of impact.

The major reason for this is that not all of the 73 variables are relevant in a

determination of impact (e.g., 1/55, Information Release Signed). An additional

reason was mentioned above, that is, some variables were created to provide

a basis for comparison with existing definitions of recidivism. Therefore,

several variables exist to be used in data analysis where they will be combined

with other variables in order to genemte necessary inforination. For example,
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one set of subsequent record variables is coded in time Increments. Accompa-

nying each time period is a variable called Status which indicates essentially

whether or not a subject was on parole during the preceeding time period. There

/
are seven such time periods and seven such status variables. Obviously, a sta-

tus variable representing c. six month or year time period is, in and of itself,

of little interest.

One the other hand, two variables which are of extreme interest are 1171 and

#72, GPA in College (post.release) and Status Now.

Finally, it is important to note that is was not possible to obtdin up

to date information for all subjects on all variables. For example, for subjects

who were on parole, the information supplied through parole officers is con-

sidered to be both accurate and up to date. For others, only criminal record and

post release college, if a college responded, can be considered up to date.

In actuality, this does not affect the data analysis procedures used in an

!examination' of impact. It does, however, somewhat affect the interpretation

of results because the sample size for some follow-up variables has been

lowered appreciably. For this reason, the lack of up to date information for

some subjects would have to be donsidered a major limitation of the present

study.

4. Preparing Data for computer Entry

Based on the procedures described in the preceding section, the collected

data was coded, posted, and keypunched for entry into the computer.

Process Considerations

Because of the need to clarify data contained on various forms (see subsec-

tion 2, collecting the data) and because of the complexity of the data itself,

the actual coding was extremely time consuming. Additionally, because the data
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were so complex, the possibility for coding errors was in -eased immeasurably.

For this reason, the input was checked and rechecked to insure as accurate a

data deck as possible-an equally time consuming task.

E. Analyzing the Data

For the dsta analysis in the present study, the data were pooled across the

five prison programs. Statistical package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was

used to analyze these data. This system contains computer programs whicil pro-

vide descriptive statistics, simple frequency distributions and crosstabula-

tions, as well as a large number of statistical procedures. Commonly used in

the social sciences, the system is advantageous because it allows the user to

handle large amounts of data and large numbers of variables easily.

Specifically, the subprogram FREQUENCIES which computes and presents frequency

distributions, histograms, and related statistics was used to describe the

variables created from the records contained on the four forms. Utilizing the

subprogram CROSSTABS, several crosstabulattons were also performed. This proce-
\

dure simultaneously displays the data on two or three variables.
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IV. THE VARIABLES

A. Introduction

The three subsections which follow contain a presentation of the variables

created for this study. Because the section is both comprehensive and detailed,

and because it contains a lerge number of variables, an overview is presented

first. This overview wil] help the reader organize the vast amount of infor7

mation contained in the remainder of the \section. The overview Iresepts the

variables organized by group (e.g., biographic/demographic data; previous record

data) and by form. The number of each variable, a short.description, and the

page number which contains the definition are also'presented :or easy reference.

The definition subsection presents an operational definition of each

variable (with the exception or those which are self explanatory). Charts as

well as explanations and/or notes have been included when these were deemed

necessary for clarity and replicability.

The final subsection presents the coding scheme used to code the 73,

variables created for this study.---___

.

_

,
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Variable Variable Variable Data Source Definition
Group Label Form Reference

PRE RELEASE

1 school corrections/parole records not needed
2 age (birth to March 1, 1979) Form No. 1. page 21
3 ethnicity

,
not needed

Biographic 4 drug use page 21
Demographic 5 highest grade attained

ppaaggee 2211
- Data 6 high school graduation

7 reading score p
8 math score
9 grade level average

2211

page 21
.1Q l.Q. , page 22

.,
11 age at firsvconfrontation corrections/parole records page 22
12 number of confrontations Form No. 1 page 23

.. 13 number of arrests page 23
14 times guilty page 23
15 times not guiLy page 24
16 times don't know page 24

Previous 17 times in jail (short term) ,page 25
Record 18 times incarcerated (long term) page 25
Data 19 parole violations times guilty page 25

20 parole violations not guilty or don't know page 25
21 probation violations times guilty ^ page 25
22 probation violations not guilty or don't know page 25

--_- _
Program 23 severity index page 27
Crime 73 length of time in prison page 27

24 number of credits in prorjram
length of time in program

26 in prison major
27 in prison GPA

HEOP 28 type of program
Prison 29 remedial supportive services
Program 30 tutorial supportive services
Data 31 counseling supportive services

32 intake prognosis/potential
33 intake prognosis/reliability of rating
34 status before release

HEOP program records
Form No. 2

page 27
page 28
not needed
not needed
page 28
not needed
not needed
not needed
page; 28

. page 28

page 28

9
06,e
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Group
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Variable Data Source Definition
Label Form Reference

POST BELEASE

Release 35 type of release
corrections/parole records e 228Information 36 year of release Form No. 1

37 release to data collection
page 28

38 total arrests
corrections/parole records page 2939 . --arrests-with conviction Forth -No. 1 page 2940 subsequent record within first 6 mths. page 2941 status within first 6 mths.

page 3142 subsequent record 6 - 11.9 mths. page 29Subsequent 43 status for 6 - 11.9 mths.
page 31Record 44 subsequent record .12 - 23.9 mths. page 29Data 45 status for 12 - 23.9 mths.
page 3146 subsequent record 24 - 35.9 mths. page 2947 status for 24 - 35.9 mths.
page 3148 subsequent record 36 47.9 mths.
page 2949 status for 36 - 47.9 mths.
page 3150 subsequent record for-48 - 59.9 page 2951 status for 48 59.9 mths.
page 3152 subsequent record for more than 60 mths. page 2953 status for more than 60 mths.
page -3154 most severe subsequent Confrontation
page 31

Parole
Survey
Data

55 paole information release signed paroie officers; not needed
corrections/parole records56 valid,code and data source Form No. 3 nage 3457 present or latest known employment

page 34or school
58 present or latest-known number of jobs page 3559 longest known time on any job

not needed60 present or latest known occupation
page 3561 approAmate present or latest known income page 3562 present or latest known source of income
not needed63 CETA funds involved
not needed64 present or latest known family situation
not needed

65 educational status college records page 3666 number of colleges attended since release Fortn No. 4 Page 36College 67 number of college attended with credit
page 36Data since release

68 number of credits since release
page 3669 total length of enrollment in any college page 36since release

70 major in college
page 3771 GPA in college
page 37

Status Now 72 status how combination page 37



C. Operational Definitions

BIOGRAPHIC/DEMOGRAPHIC

#2 AGE

114 DRUG USE

1/5 HIGHEST GRADE

ATTAINED

#6 HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATION

-21-

The number of years old a subject was as of March 1,

1980.

Note: March 1, 1978 was the date of the last data

collect n at the Department of Correctional
Service,. ;DOCS).

Note: A distinction was made between two types of drug

use, hard drugs and marijuana only. To be class-

ified as a user of hard drugs, the subject must

have taken one or more of the following substances:
cocaine, herein, amphetamines, LSD, THC, PCP and/or

opium. To be classified as a user of marijuana

only, the subject must have used marijuana or hashish

one or more times. Alcohol was not included in

either of the two categories.

The grade the subject was in at the time of withdrawal

from school.

UOte: If the subject had.graduated from high school and
had not continued his education, grade 12 was

used.

Note: Response Choice (2) High School Equivalency

A subject was considered to have obtained an
Equivalency Diploma if: (a) his records indicated

that he passed the examination (i.e., the Test of
General Educational Development), or (b) his
records indicated that he scored 225 or better on

the examination.

1/7 READING SCORE Note: Scores for these variables were derived from the

08 MATH SCORE achievement test listed below. In cases where two

119 GRADE LEVEL or more reading scores of the same type were given

AVERAGE (e.g., two vocabulary scores), scores were averaged.

In Cases where two different reading scores were
given (i.e., spelling and vocabulary), the vocabulary

score,was used. These problems did not arise with

math scores.

Te6t6: (The tests and forms listed below were found

in the subjects' records at DOCS; References
are included where possible).

Stanford Achievement Test. Buros, O.K. The'

Seventh Mental fgeasurement Yearbook, High-
land Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press,

1972. Forms listed were: Form B; Inter-

mediate J; Intermediate 14-11; Advanced W;

Advanced J.

9
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#10 I.Q.

PREVIOUS_RECORD
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,

Svnish Bursit-A reference for this
test could not be identified.

PTI - The name oe this test 'Could not
be located.

Note: I.Q. scores were derived from the teSts listed
below. In cases where a full scale I.Q. score
yas not given but a verbal and a.non-verbal score
was available, the average of te two was computed
and coded. A conversion table was,not used because
the test which haa been administered was not always
known.

Te6t4: (The tests and forms listed below were found
in the subjects' records at DOCS. References
are included where possible).

Revised Beta ExaminatiOn. Buros, O.K. The
Sixth Mental Measurement Yearbook, High-
land Pdrk, New Jersey: The Cryphon Press
1965.

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. Buros,
O.K. The Seventh Mental Measurement
Yearbook, Highland Park, New Jersey: The
Gryphon Press, 1972.

Otis Lennon Mental Ability. Test. Ibid

Otis Ouick Scoring Mental Ability. Test. Ibid.

Beta ACCT. Identified through personal com-
munication with test publishers. After
World War 1, the Army developed tests
called the Army Alpha and the Army Beta
which later became the Army General Class-
ification Test.

Berrill_I0_7 A reference for this test could
not be identified.

Wechsler Beta - the Psychological Corporation,
which publishes the Wechsler Adult Intel-
ligence Scale , is unfamiliar with a Beta
version.

The criminal record of a subject prior to his participation
in the HEOP "in prison" program.

Note: The chart on page 26 presents a graphic which
displays the relationship between variables con-
tained in this grouping. As described.in a pre-
vious section (III.D.3. Defining the Variables),
each variable was coded separately in order
to provide a data base which would be as flexible
as possible.

#11 AGE AT FIRST The age of a subject on the date the first entry was made
CONFRONTATION in his criminal reocrd.

Jij
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#12 NUMBER OF The total number of times a subject has gone on record
CONFRONTATIONS as having some negative contact with the police re-

gardless of age, disposition; or severity of crime.

1113 NUMBER OF The total number of times a subject has been arrested for

ARRESTS some crime (regardless ofseverity or disposition) for

which he could not be considered a JD or YO.

Note: If a subject was arrested for more than one crime on
on any given date, or if he was arrested one day

and arrested again the next, such arrests were only
counts 1 once.

JD and YO arrests were not counted. As a result in

a few instances the frequency count will show no
jail time when in fact the subject served time as

a YO or JD. For example, we show a subject as 0
arrests and times guilty when in fact he was in jail
for a crime with a YO status.

#14 TIMES GUILTY Number of convictions, i.e., the number of arrests resulting

in conviction.

Note: If a subject was convicted of pore than one crime
for any given arrest such convictions were only

Counted once. (Therefore, number of convictions

could not exceed number of arrests).

Excluded from this category are parole violations

,and probation violations.

A subject was considered to have been convicted if:

- the subject served time (time = days, months,
or years)

- the subject was fined

-the subject was ordered to make restitution
- the subject was put on ftobation
- the subject was given a suspended sentence

-the subject was given a conditional discharge
- the subject was already on probation at the time

of the offense and his probationary period was

extended or continued
- the name of the correctional facility, county

jail, rehabilitation center, drug facility, or
reformatory where the subject was sent was list-
ed for the disposition. (note: time spent in

any of the above named institutions was counted
as a conviction only)

-custody was suspended
- in cases where the disposition was a choice of
paying a fine or going to jail, it was assumed
that the subject elected to pay the fine. Thus,

to site an example, $50.00 or 50 days was counted
as a conviction but not as time spent in jail

or state prison
-if the subject w,as sentenced to hard labor,this
was counted as a conviction,and also nG time spent

in state prison
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the subject was committed to a stata-bontal
hospital. This was counted as a conviction
only, and not as jail time

-the subject was discharged dishonorahly from
the army or navy

-the disposition was ACD - adjourned in contem-
plation of dismissal

1115 TIMES NOT The number of arrests that did not result ip a conviction.GUILTY

1/16 TIMES DON'T
KNCW

Note: Excluded from this category are Parole Violations
and Probation Violations.

The disposition of the crime was considered to-be
a nonconviction if:

-the subject was acqoitted
-the hubject was given an unconditional discharge
-the case was dismissed, withdrawn or revoked
the'subject was never arraigned

-the case was not considered

-the crime for iihich tile subject was arrested
was never reported
- there was no bill

-there *as insufficient evidence to convict the
subject

-the disposition was "Nolle Proseque"
- the case was dismissed withOut prejudice
-the subject was released

The number of arrests for which the disposition of the
crime for which the subject was arrested is not known.

Note: Excluded from this category are Parole Violations
and Probation Violations.

The disposition of the crime was considered to be
unknown if:

-there were blanks, lines or question marks in
the disposition column of the data collection
sheets

-the sentence was pending at the time of the
dlta collection

-the subject was held in lieu of bond
-the subject was made to forfeit bond
-there was no disposition, or the disposition,
was unavailable

-the subject was designated P.T.N.S. (Person
in Need of Supervision)

-the charges were covered
-the subject was waiting arraignment at the time
of,the data collection

- the case was pending at the time of the data
collection, but the subject was pleading guilty

-thc disposition was D.O.R, (Disposition on Request)
-there was a dispoPition that was illegible or
incomprehensable
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-117 TIMES IN The number of times the subject was sentenced for a term
JAIL of less than one year for a crime that was a misdemeanor
(short term> or felony.

Note: Not included in the category are parole
violations and probation violations.

#18 TINES The number,of times a subject has been,sentenced for
INCARCERATED a term of one year or more for a crime that was a
(long term) misdemeanor or felony.

Note: Not included in this category are parole violations
and probation violations.

A sentence served concurrently was not counted as
an additional time in jail.

#19 PAROLE The number of times the subject was guilty of a parole
VIOLATIONS violation (i.e., returned, fined, sent to a drug facility,
TINES or absconded),
GUILTY

Note: If a new commitment and a return occurred sim-
ultaneously, the new committment was counted.

The subject was considered to be guilty of a
parole 'violation if:

-the subject was sent back to jail
the subject was sent to a drug facility

- the subject absconded

- the subjects' parole was revoked

#20 PAROLE The number of times the subject was arrested for a
VIOLATIONS parole violation and was found eithtr to be not guilty,
...NOT or the disposition of the crime was not known.
GUILTY...

Note: The'subject was put into this category if:
- there were blanks, lines or question markS in
the disposition column of the data collection
sheets

- the subject was awaiting a hearing r.t the time
of the data collection

- the parole violation was cancelled

'-the disposition was listed as indefinite ,

the case was, administratively closed

fi21 PROBATION The number of times the subject was guilty of a violation
VIOLATIONS of probation (i.e., guilty defined as sent to jail,
TIMES probation continued).
GUILTY

1/22 PROBATION The number of times the subject was arrested for a
VIOLATTONS probation violation and was found to be not guilty or
....NOT the disposition was not known.
GUILTY....

NOte: The disposition was considered unknown if:
-there were blanks, lines or question marks in
the.disposition column of the data collection
shepts
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Variable 13 = Variables
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PROGRAM CRIME

1123 SEVERITY

INDEX

#73 LENGTH OF

TIME IN
PRISON

-27-

That crime which resulted in boqi the subject's incar7
ceratipn and his enrollment in the HEOP program

The severity of the program crime.

Note: If the crime was a parole violatAon, ehe severity

is based on the crite for which the subject was
paroled.

Severity Index: The progam crime waa coded for
severity using the index presented below. This
index is based on the New,York Sentence Charts,
1977.

Cectisz Code

41"

AI Felonies 01
AII Felonies 02

AIII Felonies 03

B Felonies 04
C Felonies 05
D Felonies 06
E Felonies 07

A Misdemeanors 08

B Misdemeanors 09

Violations 10 0

Addi.tionai Code's

Y.O. 11
J.D. 12
No degree 13

The time actually served for the program crime (not the
time sentenced to.satve) months and days.

Note: This variable was calcuiated by subtracting the
date the subject was,received at prison from the
date the subject was released from prison.

HEOP PRISON PROGRAM DATA

1/24 NUMBER OF

CREDITS IN
PROGRAM

The number of college credits accrued while incarcerated
for the program crime.

Note: Credits acquired,throuih cross registration with
other college programs (HEOP or non-HEOP related)
were included in cases where the datsa were available.
However, the sample included only those students
who had accrued at least one credit while attending
the "in-prison HEOP program".

30



1/25 LENGTH OF
TIME IN
PROGRAM

1128 TYPE OF
PROGRAM

#32 INTAKE

PROGNOSIS/
POTENTIAL

#30 INTAKE

PROGNOSIS/

RELIABILITY

1/34 STATUS BEFORE
RELEASE

RELEASE INFORMATION

1135 TYPE OF

RELEASE

1136 YEAR OF

RELEASE

1/37 RELEASE TO
DATA COLLECTION

-2,8-

The number of semesters Ole s-ubiect took collepe courses
while incarcerated for the program crime.

.- Note: If the subject was released, transferred to
another prison or withdrew during a semester,
the semester in which he left the program was
counted. Summers were counted as semesters.

The typdrOf "in-prison" program in which the subject
participated.

Note: There are two types of programs available:
(1) In-prison Program - the students take

courses at the prison.
(2) Educational Release the subject is permitted

to leave the prison during the-day and
attend classes on a'college campus.

Some subjects have participated in both kinds of
programs although it is not passible to be enrolled
in both types concurrently.

A measure of the subject's potential, both for academic
success and success upon release from prison, at the time
of acceptance into the HEOP program.

Note: For the present study, this measure consisted of
the opinion of a counselor whiCh was based on
.memory and/or files.

An opinion of the reliability of the assessment of potential
described above (see variable 1132).

The HEOP program status of an inmate prior to his release
(e.g., graduated, withdrew, terminated by program,etc.).

The release status of the subject after serving the
sentence associated with the program crime. (i.e.,
whether the subject was on parole, had been released
by a Court Order, eta.).

The year the subject was released after serNiing his
sentence for the program crime. ,

The length of the follow-up veriod available or possible
for each subject.

, Note: For subjects who were no longer on parole, this
variable is a measure of elapsed time betweeii

* release date and'the date of data collection at
the Department of Correctional Services. For
parolees, this variable is a measure of elapsed
time between release date and the date data were

3



SUBSEOUENT RECORD

#38 TOTAL

ARRESTS

1/39 ARRESTS

WITH CON-
VICTION'

#40,42,44,46,

48,50 and 52.

(Time Periods)

-29-

collected from parole officers. This period was
approximately two to three months later than
collection at DOCS. When a parole form was
not dated, the date of March 15, 1978 was used.

The criminal record of a subject after his participation.,
"in the HEOP prison program and his release from prison
for the program crime.

Note: See explanation and chart on pages 32 and 33,

The number of times a subject was arrested after being
released for the program crime.

*te: Parole violations are included in this category.

The number of times a subject was found guilty of a crime
after release for the program crime.

The subsequent record of a subject in time increments

Note: The scale below presents an outline of categoiies
used for coding. The scale in its entirety is
presented in Subsection D: .Coding Scheme. This

scale is based on the New York State Criminal Law,
and The Law Encounter Severity Scale (Witherspoon,
A.R. deVaketa, E.K. & Jenkins, W.O. The Law
Encounter Severity Scale (LESS); A criterion for
Criminal Behavior and Recidivism, Montgomery,
Alabama, Rehabilitation Research Foundation

Scae (90) new commitmerit out-of-state
*(80) new commitment to New York State

**(70) returned, arrested

(60) returned, arrested

(50) returned, arrested

(40)

(30)

lations.(minor or
returned, arrested
incident

I

for felony
for misdemeanor
for parole.vio-

crime unspecified)
for absconding

(20) charges pending
(10) warrant
(04) arrested, charges dropped
(00) no record

*New commitment to New York State (code 80). A new

commitment to New York State was identified as such
by the presence of a new DIN number on a subject's

DOCS record.

**Returna (codes 40-70). In order to place the returns

into some kind of perspective, the crime which re-

sulted in a,subject being arrested and,eventually

I/
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reincarcerated was coded into one of four categories:
felony, misdemeanor, absconding,or a parole violation
(minor or crime unspecified). This was done because
iz was not always possible to determine from the
records the actual reason for the return and/or the
actual disposition of the arrest.

Coding notes

- 50-return for a parole violation was coded as
such when the violation was relatively minor

(e.g., disorderly conduct, possession of a
dangerous weapon) or the crime was unspecified.

30-incident-dispositions include small fine,
conditional discharge, probation, or short time
in jail. The actual incidents themselves can
be similar to incidents in other categories, the
difference being that the subject was not re-
turned. The incidents include disorderly conduct,
traffic violations and loitering. Also included
is one subject who was declared delinquent for
absconding,but who was not returned to prison,and
one subject who absconded,and who was given a

conditional discharge for-thit and several add-
itional incidents.

In order to place the crime within a given time
period into perspective, a prefix was added to the
codes. The prefix indicates if the particular
incident was (1) the most severe; or (2) not the
most severe (i.e.othe subject has committed a more
serious offense during another tiMe period).

Code 601 was used with a status code 5 when a
subject was incarcerated for an entire time
period. Otherwise, the code which best de-
scribed his activity while out of prison was
used. That could be a crime committed at the
beginning or end of the time period which would
receive coding precedence or a code such as 607
which indicates that he is out of prison, has
no record this-time period,but has a prior record.

-In using 600 codes (eg. 606, 603), when two
offenses were committed previously in two dif-
ferent time periods,the most severe was referred
to in a later time period. For example, if, a
subject had a 230 and a 166,, a later time period
in which no record occurred was coded 606L- .



#41,43,45,47

49,51, and 53
(status)

1/54 MOST SEVERE

CONFRONTATION
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Status (see code below) of a subject for each of the
subsequent record time periods in six month increments.

Note: Each status variable refers to a subsequent record
time period. For example, variable 40 describes
the subsequent record of a subject.during the first
six months after release. Variable 41 describes
the status of that subject at the time a crime (or
incident) was committed during the time period or
describes the status at the end of the first six
month period after release. If two status codes
occurred for a subject during a given time period
(e.g., #1 and 1/2), the code selected was that number
which describes the status of an exoffender at the
end of the time period or at the time a crime was
committed.

Code (1)/Parolee

(24 Maxed-maximum expiration of sentence
, (3) deceased
(4) time exceeds data collection point
(5) incarcerated
(7) other

The most severe crime (e.g., new commitment out of state) or
incident (e.g., warrant out, arrest with no conviction)
committed by a subject after release for the program

crime. ,The scale presented on page 29 was used to code
this variable.



SUBSEQUENT RECORD

The chart on page 33 presents subse(Jent record by release status.

The purpose of thi's chart is to display for the reader those alternatives

which actually have, occurred for the two types of exoffenders in our sample:

(1) the person who is on parole, and

(2) the person who is not on parole.

For te person who is not on paroleai.e., maxed (maximum expiration of

sentence), or other)) the possibilities and, therefore, the occurances are fewer.

He cannot be reincarcerated unless he is given a new commitment either in New

York State or in another state.. It is possible for persons not on parole, however,

to have small records which do not result in incarceration, to have charges pending,

or to have warrants out.

For the person who is on parole, the posibilities and, therefore, the

occurrences are greater. He can be returned to facility custody by the Court

with a new commitment (i.e., new sentence). He can also be returned by the Parole

Board without a new commitment after being arrested for a crime which was coded

for this research as a felony, misdemeanor, parole violation, or absconding. In

addition to the above, the parolee can be declared delinvent by the Parole Board

for °omitting an incident which the Board does not deem severe enough for return.

Finally, it is possible for parolees to have charges pending or to have warrants

out.
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PARQLE SURVEY DATA

1156 VALID CODE &
'DATA SOURCE

The age and source of information related to parole
survey data (i.e., variables 55-64).

Note: Age is calculated in increments of six months.
'Since parole forms were disseminated to parole
officers on March 1, 1978, the information
received was current as of that date. For
subjects who were no longer on parole, however,
the information is not as current. In fact,
such information was only accurate as of the
slate that the last parole report was filed at
DOCS (i.e., the date of ME maximum expiration
of sentence). The age of the data for subjects
with ME status is the ime which has elapsed
between the ME date and March 1, 1978.

Parole survey information was not aVailable
for some subjects.

In some cases the parole survey forms wete not.
returned. In other cases subjects had been
released by a court order and, therefore, had no
parole information. In both of these cases the
code "0" for no information was used.

1/57 T'RESEN'i OR LATEST The employment or school status of a subject after
KNOWN EMPLOYMENT release for the program crime.
OR SCHOOL

This variable is derived from items 1 and,3 on the
parole form (114). In cases where the information was
obtained from parole officers (i.e., the subject was
still on parole),,the present employment and/or school
status was coded. In cases where the information was
obtained from DOCS (i.e., the subject had ME status)
the latest known employment and/or school status was
coded. All possibilities and combinations of school
and/or employment were coded (e.g., casual labor and
part-time student, part-time work and part time student,
unemployed, etc.).

Note: -a subject was considered presently unemployed
if he had worked since release but was not
employed at the time of the data collection.

- subjects who had not worked since release were
coded as such.

-in a.ses where only one status was known, that
status was coded.

- information unavailable was used in only those
cases where both items 1 and 3 were blank, or
there was no parole form available.

4,;
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a CETA training program at a university was
considered employment and coded for employment
status only.

-a subject who was working full-time just for
the summer but was a full-time stuaent for the
rest of the year was coded as a full-time student
only.

it is possible for a subject to be coded as
presently attending school in this variable and
as having dropped out in variable 65.

1158 PRESENT OR LATEST The number of different jobs (regardless of length of
KNOWN NUMBER OF employment) a subject has had after his release from
JOBS the program crime. As for variable #57, information

received from parole officers was considered present
while information received from DOCS was considered
latest known.

Note: -if no length of time for a summer job was
given, length of time was estimated to be
between 1 3 months.

in cases where no dates were given, and it was
impossible to determine which job was held for
the longest period of time, the code for no
information was used.

1160 PRESENT OR LATEST This variable was coded using the Dictionary of
KNOWN OCCUPATION Occupational Titles (DOT). Definitions of the nine

DOT categories are presented in Appendix C.

For those subjects who were no longer on parole, the
latest -known occupation after release for the program
crime was coded. For those subjects who were on parole,
the present occupation was coded if the subject was
working at the time of the data collection. In cases
where the parolee was unemployed at the time of the
data collection, the latest known occupation was coded.

Note: -in cases where the name of a place waS given
instead of an occupation,no information was coded.

"61 APPROXIMATE The approximate latest known income (for a subject'who had

PRESENT OR YE status) or the approximate present or latest known

LATEST KNOWN income (for,the subject who was on parole), was estimated

INCOME on a per year basis.

Note: -in cases where income was given by the hour and .

the number of hours per week was known, income
was calculated for the year., -

-no attempt was made to calculate the yearly income
for subjects who were working at casual labor.

- when a subject's income came from more than one
source, but only the income from one source was
known, information unavailable was coded.

41f
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COLLEGE DATA

1/65 EDUCATIONAL
STATUS

#66 NUMBER OF
COLLEGES

ATTENDED SINCE
RELEAS&

1167 NUMBER OF
COLLEGES

ATTENDED SINCE
RELEASE WITH
CREDIT

1168 NUMBER OF
CREDITS
SINCE
RELEASE

#69 LENGTH OF
ENROLLMENT

-36-

The college educational record orn .subject after his
release for the program crime. A subject was considered
to have att6nded college only after verification was
received by the college.

Note: -a subject was considered to be presently
attending college if the college verified that
he registered for the Spring semester, 1978, and
the college did not indicate that he dropped out.

- cases where the parole officer believed the subject
to be attending college but no verification was
received by the college were dnded separately.

- also coded separately were cases where the subject
had ME status and his last parole report indicated
that he had attended college but follow-up was not
possible as no social security number was available.

The total number of colleges that have a record of a
subject's enrollment between the time of his release and
the end of the Spring semester, 1978. This variable
includes those subjects who received credit and those
who enrolled in college after release but did not receive
credit (i.e., dropped out, received,an unofficial
withdrawal,that is, they enrolled but did not attend,
_received an incomplete, or failed the course or courses).

The total number of colleges that have a record of the
subject receiving at least one college credit between
the time of his release and the nd of the Spring
semester, 1978.

The total number of credis accrued by a subject after
release for the progam crime.

Note: Number of credits does not include credits accrued
while in prison or transfer credits frOm collevs
attended prior to incarceration.

The total number of semesters a subject was enrolled in
college(s) and/or graduate school since release.

Note: -summers were counted as semesters,
-three or fourweek Winter Sessions during which students
took only one course were considered part of the Spring
semester.

-no specific termination date was requested from the
colleges. Therefore,the number of semesters recordea
may include the semester a subject transferred or
dronped out of college.

4 ;
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1170 MAJOR IN The chosen major of a subject,at the time of
COLLEGE graduation,withdrawal from college, or time of

data collection. Therefore, in cases where a
subject changed his major, the latest or most
recent was coded.

#71 GPA IN
COLLEGE

STATUS NOW

Cumulative grade point average.

Note: This variable includes all previous credits
deemed tra'sferable by anx given college. In

cases where a subject had both a graduate and
undergraduate GPA,the undergraduate grade point
average was used. This was done because only
two subjects bad attended graduate school and
each of them had only accrued three credits at
the time of the data collection.

1/72 STATUS A description of what each subject was doing as of
NOW March 1, 1978.

Note: For subjects who were attending college, the
cut of date was extended to the end of the Spring
semester 1978. (Specific date varlos by college).

This variable only takes into consideration
current information, that is, information from
current parole officer, information from current
college, or information from DOCS if the subject
has been reincarcerated. It does not include
information obtained from old data sources such
as an Quedated parole report on file at DOCS.



D. Coding Seguin

Variable Variable
Group No. Description

38

Biographic
Demographic
Data

1

PRE RELEASE

school (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Codes
Column

. No..

Green Haven 1

Great Meadow
Coxsackie
Attica
Auburn

identification number 2,3,4

card number 5,6

blank 7

2 age (99) Not applicable, subject deceased 8,9

3 ethnicity (1) Black 10
(2) Hispanic
(3) Native American
(4) White
(5) Oriental
(0) information not available

4 . drug use (1) yes, hard drugs
(2) yes, marijuana only
(3) no
(4) yes, don't know type
(0) information not available

11

5 highest grade attained (08) 8th grade 12,13
(09) 9th grade
(10) 10th grade
(11) 11th grade
(12) 12th grade
(13) 1 year college
(14) 2 years college
(15) 3 years college
(16) 4 years college
(17) 1 year graduate school
(00) information not available

6 high school graduation . (1)
(2)
(3)
(0)

4.

,0

graduated from high school 14
high school equivalency
not 1 or 2
information not available



Variable Variabie
Group No.

Biographic
Demographic
Data
Continued

Previous
Record
Data

-39-
Description

Codes

7 . reading score (000) information

8 . math score (ow information

9 . grade level average (000) information

10 Ia (000) information

Column
No.

not available 15,16,17

not available 18,19,20

not available 21,22,23

not available 24,25,26

blank 27

11 . age 1st confrontation . (00) information not available 28,29
(99) ,o/a subject has no record

12 . number of confrontations . (00)/ none, never arrested 30,31
(44')' information not available

13 . number of arrests (00) none; as an adult 32,33
(44) information not available
(99) n/a; never arrested

14 , times guilty (00) none; never found guilty 34,35
(44) information not available
(88) n/a; no adult arrests
(99) n/a; never arrested

15 . times no guilty

.16 . times don't know,whether
guilty or not

(00) none; never acquitted 36,37
(44) information nbt available
(88) n/a; no adult arrests
(99) n/a; never arrested

(00) none; disposition always known . . 38,39
(44) information not available
(88) n/a; no adult arrests
(99) n/a; never arrested

17 . times incarcerated (44) information not available 40,41
(short term) (55) none; never incarcerated

(88) n/a; no adult arrests
(99) n/a; never arrested

18 . times incarcerated (00) none; no long term incarcerations
(long term) (44) information not available

(55) n/a; never incarcerated
(88) n/a; no adult arrests
(99) n/a; never arrested

42,43



Variable
Group

Variable
No.
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Description

Previous 19 parole violations (00)Record
Data

(44)
0 Continued

(77)

(88)
(99)

20 parole violations not .

guilty or don't know
(00)

(44)
(77)

(88)
(99)

21 . probation violations .

guilty
(00)

(44)
(66)

(88)
(99)

22 . probation violations . .

not guilty or don't know
(00)

(44)
(66)

(88)
(99)

Program 23 . severity index of the (01)Crime program crime (02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

(00)

Codes
Column

No.

none; never convicted of a 44,45
Oo le violation
information not available
ni/a; arrested, but not for a
riarole violation
rfra; no adult arrests
n/a; never arrested

none; never acquitted of a 46,47
parole violation
information not available
n/a; arrested, but not for a
parole violation
n/a; no adult arrests
n/a; never arrested

none; never convicted of a . . . 48,49
probation violation
information not available
n/a; arrested, but not for a

probation violation
n/a; no adult arrests
n/a; never arrested

none; never acquitted for a 50,51
probation violation
information not available
n/a; arrested, but not for a

probation violation
n/a; no adult arrests
n/a; never arrested

Al felony
Al l felony

56,57

Al l I felony
B felony
C felony
D felony
E felony
A misdemeanors
B misdemeanors
violations
youthful offender
juvenile delinquent
felony but not enough information
to code further
information not available



Variable Variabie
Group No.

Previous
Record
Data
Continued

41
Description

73 . length of time
in prison for the
program crime

Codes
Column

No.

( ) months 52,53
( ) days 54,55
(0000) information not available

.

0

HEOP
Prison
Program
Data 25 . length of time in program (01)

(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(00)

n

24 . number of credits in .

program
(0000) information not available 58,59

60,61

26 . in prison major (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(0)

27 . in prison GPA (888)

28 . type of program (1)
(2)
(3)
(0)

29 . remedial supportive services . . (1)
(2)
(0)

30 . tutorial supportive services . . (1)
(2)
(0)

31 . counseling supportive services . (1)
(2)
(0)

1 semester 62,63
2 semesters
3 semesters
4 semesters
5 semesters
6'semestets
7 semesters
8 semesters
9 semesters
10 semesters
information not available'

arts and letters . 64
educational studies
health science
science and math
administration and business
social science
undeclared
information not available

informatign not avbilable 65,66,67

in-prison 68
educational release
both 1 and 2
information not available

yes 69
no
information not available

yes 70
no
information not available

yes 71

no
information not available



Variable Variable -42-
ColumnGroup No. Description

Codes No.

HEOP 32 : intake prognosis/potential (1) weak potential for academic success . . t,72Prison
(2) average potential for academic succe,sProgram
(3) strong potential for academic successData
(0) information not availableContinued

33 . intake prognosis/reliability (1) not so reliable 73of rating (2) fairly reliable
(0) information not available

34 . status before release . (1) graduated 74
(2) withdrew
(3) terminated by program while incarcerated
(4) transfered to another prison while active
(5) active
(6) other,i.e., dead
(7) status unknown - transferred
(8) status unknown - paroled

- END OF F1136-1 CARD

POST RELEASE

school (1), Green Haven 1

(2) Great Meadow
(3) Coxsackie
(4) Attica
(5) Auburn

identification number
2,3,4,

card number . . . 5,6

blank
7

Release 35 . type of r.elease '01 paroled/148/conditional release . . 8Information
(2) court order
(3) reversal
(4) Sero

36 . year of release
9,10

37 . release to data collection . . 0:5 days = 2 11,1.2,13(coded in months and days) 6-10 days = 3,
11-19 days= 5.
20 - 25 days = 7
26 + days = next

..

5 J..
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Vpriable Variable
Group No. Description

38. : total subsequent arrests

Codes
Column

No.

39 subsequent arrests with conviction 15

subsequent record variables
referring to time periods
(40,42,44,46,48,50,52)

Prefixes:
1 - most severe

'2 - - not most severe
6 - - place holder

*arrested for

(-90) new commitment
(-85) new commitment

violation
new commitment
new commitment
new commitment
conviction

(80) new commitment to NY only
(-77) returned*for two felonies
(-75) returned*felony; plus parole violatiOn
(-72) returned*felony; plus charges pending
(-71) returned*felony; plus arrest with no conviction
(-70) returned*felony
(-.63) returned*misdemeanor; plus incident
(-62) returned*misdemeanor; plus chargd pending
(-60) returned*misdemeanor
(-55) return*for more than one parole violation
(-53) returnefor parole violation plus incident
(-52) return*for parole violation,plus charge:. pending

-(-50) return*for a parole violation only (minor ourime
(-40) return*absconding unspecified)

(-33) two incidents
(-32 ) incident; plus absconded still at large or charges

pending
(-31) incident; plus arrest with no conviction
(-30) incident; (e.g., small fine or conditional discharge,

probation, short time, in jail (i.e., 90 days,
60 days, 45 days, 34 days, 15 days).

(-22) two charges pending
(-21) charges pending, plus arrest with no conviction
(-2,0) charges pending, ROR, adjourned, no

disposition
(-10) warrant out; absconded still at large
(-91) arrest with no conviction-charges dropped,

dismissed, found not guilty, exonerated
(609) no: record but prior subsequent new coMmitment

out-of-state
(608) no record but prior subsequent record to NY
(607) no record but prior subsequent return for

felony
(606) no record but prior subsequent return for

misdemeanor
(605) no record but prior return for a parole violation
(604) no record but prior subsequent return for

absconding
(603) no record but prior subsequent small incident
(613) no record but prior subsequent small incident,

arrest with no conviction
(600) no record

(-83')
(-82)
(-81)

out of _state
NY, plus parole

NY, plus incident
NY; plus charges pending
NY; plus arrest with no



Variable Variable
Group No.

Subsequent
Record
Data
Continued

..

44 .
Description

Codes
Column

No.

(615) no record but prior subsequent charges
pending or warrant out

(602) no record possible subject dead
(601) no record possible subject in prison NY State
(611) no record possible subject in prison out of state
(699) no data available for this time period, time

exceeds data-collection point
(600) no record ever

subsequent record (1) parole
variables referring to status (2) maxed
within time periods (3) deceased

, (41,43,45,47,49,51,53) (4) time exceeds data collection point
(5) incarcerated
(7) other

40 . subsequent record within 16,17,18
first 6 mths.

41 status within 6 mths. 19

42 subsequent record 6 - 11.9 mths. 20,z1,22

43 status 6 - 11.9 mths. 23

44 subsequent record 12 - 23.9 mths. 24,25,26

45 status 12 -23.9 mths. 27

46 subsequent 24 - 35.9 28,29,30

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

status 24 - 35.9 31

subsequent record 36 - 47.9 mths. 32 33 34

status 36 - 47.9 mths. 35

subsequent record 48: -.59.9 36,37,38

status 48 - 59.9 39

subsequent record 60 mths or more 40,41,42

status 60 mths or more 43

44,45



Variable Variable
Group No. Description

45
Codes

Column
No.

Subsequent 54 most severe confrontation (90) new commitment out of state . . 4445
Record (80) new commitment to NY
Data (70) returned felony
Continued (60) retUrned misdemeanor

(50) returned parole violation (minor orcrime unspecified)
(40) returned absconding
(30) incident
(20) charges pending
(10) warrant
104) arrested with no conviction
(99) .not applicable, subject deceased
1/430) no record

blank 46

Parole 55 . parole info, ,ation release . (1) yes 47

Survey signed (2) no

Data (9) not applicable (i.e., maxed, in jail,
no fprm, subject deceased)

56 . valid code and'data source . (1) parole form up to date 48
(2) max form 0-5 months old
(3) max form 6-11 mpnths old

:0) max form 12-17 months old
(5) max form 1823 months old
(6) max form 24 months old or order
(7) max form available,age unknown
(0) no information(i.e., no max sheet or

parole form, released by court order,
parole form sent but not filled out,
maxed out)

57 . present or latest known . (01) full time employment (approX 40 hrs) . 49,50
employment/school (02) part time regular employment (less

than full time)
(03) casual labor
(04) full time student
(05) part time student
(06) unemployed
(07) enemployable due to sickness or injury
(08) subject has not worked since release
(10) maxed with school,but folloW-up im-

possible because no security no. available
(13) casual and full time employment
(14) fu'll time work, full time student'
(15) full time work, part time student
(24) part time employment, full time student
(34) casual employment, full time stulielit-
(99) not applicable
(00) information not available



Variable Variable
Group No.

Parole
Surve
Da.ta

Continued

Description

58 . number or latest known
number of jobs since
releaSe

59 . lonoest known time on
any job

. present or latest known
occupation

a.

61 approximate or latest
knr.wn income

46
Codes

Column
No.

(0) none 51
(9) information not available,

insufficient information, or
no form

(01) gss than 1 month 52,53
(02) 1 - 3.9 months
(03) 4 .6.9 months
(04) 7 - 12.9 months
(05) 13 - 24.9 months
(06) 25 - 35.9 months
(07) more than 3 years
(99) not applicable subject not worked

- since release
(00) -information not available, no form.

or item blank

. (01) professional, technical, managerial . . 54,55
(02) clerical and sales (incl. work study)
(03) . service organizations
(04). farming, fishery and related occupations
(05) processing occupations
(06) machine trades occupations
(07) bench wdrk occupations
(08) ''structural work o'ccupations
(09) miscellaneous (incl. truck driver)
(99) not applicable subject is in school and

never employed
(98) never employed since release
(00) information not available, or insufficient

information, no form, or item blank

no income 56,57
(0021 )) less than -$3600
(03) $3601 - $5100
(04) $5101 - $6500
(05) $6501 $7800
(06) $7801 - $9000
(07) $9001 - $10,000
(08) $10,901 -$11,000
(09) $11,001 - $12,000
(10) $12,001 -$12,800
(11) over $12,800

' (00) information not available, or insufficient
information, no form, or itom blank



Variable,
Group

Variabie
No. Description

47

Parole 62 . present or latest known (01)
Survey source of income (02)
Data (03)
Continued (04)

(05)
(06)
(07)

(08)
"2)

3)
5)

%;6)

(23)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(36)
(56)
(99)
(00)

63 - CETA funds involved (1)
(2)

.,

(0)

64 'present or latest known (1)
: family situation,

(2)
(3)
(0)

blank

College 65 educational status . (01)
Data (02)

(03)

(04)

(05)

(06)
(07)

(08)
(09)
(10)

(11)
112)
(00)

Column
Codes No.

employment (non college related) . 58,59
education
welfare
disability and compensation
unemployment
'family suppOrt
other (i.e., fiance giving money, CETA
training program)
employment, education, welfare
employment and education
employrnent and welfare
employment and unemployment
employment and family
education and welfare
education and unemployment
education and family
education and ather
family and welfare
unemployment and family
not applicable-subject has no income
information not available

yes
no
information not available

4

60

lives with family or a 61

family member (i.e., mother)
has family in vicinity 4

has no family in the area
information not available b

62

has not attended college since release . 63,64
previously attended and dropped out
(or flunked out)-
previously attended and graduated from
2 year college
previously attended and graduated from a
4 year college
parole officer believes attended, but not
verified by college
presently attending 2 year college
graduated from 2 year college, presently
attending 4 year college.
presently attendirig 4 year college
presently attending graduate school

parole officer believes attending, but not
Nerified bycollege
maXed with school but follow up impossible

, attended graduate school
information imavailahlp



Variable Variable
Group No.

College
Data
Continued

48
.Descripsion

66 . number of colleges attended. . (0)
since release (9)

67 . number of c'bljeges attended
since release with credit

68 . nUmber of credits,since release

69 . total length of enrollment
in any college since release

70 . major in schoOl .

. (0)
(9)

Codes
Column

No,

none 65
information not available,
no- form

none
informaticn not available,
no form (includes'l 1 code
from variable 65)

66

(1) none 67
(2) 1 - 15
(3) 16 - 30
(4) 31 - 45
(5) 46 - 60
(6) 61 - 75
(7) 76 - 125
(8) more than 125
(9) not applicable-subject did not attend

college after release
(0) information not available (includes

11 code from variable 65)

(01) 1 semester 68,69
(02) 2 semesters
(03) 3 semesters
(04) 4 semesters
(05) 5 semesters
(06) 6 semesters
(07) 7 semesters
(08) 8 semesters
(09) 9 semesters
(10) 10 semesters
(11) 11 semesters
(99) not applicable-subject did not attend

college after release
(00) information not available

(1) arts and letters 70
(2) educational studies
(3) health science
(4) science and math
(5) administration and business
(6) social science
(7) undeclared .
(9) not applicable-subject did not attend

college after release
(0) information not available, no forms

or item blank.

5 4:



Variable Variable
Group No. Description

:College 71 GPA in school
Data
Continued

Status
Now

-49-

72 status now

Codes
Column

No. -

(888) information not available 71,72,73
(item is blank)

(999) n/a subject did not attend
college after release

(777) no GPA, official withdrawal therefore
no credits and no GPA

10001 0.00 GPA

(01) in schoql 74,75
(02). working
(03) in prison (reincarcerated)
(04) not in prison but don't know

what subject is doing
(05) in school and working
(06) awaiting trial
(08) unemployed, (or collecting workmens

compensation), not in school, and
not in prison

(09) absconder
(26) working and awaiting trial
(07) on probation
(12) in school and working
(10) deceased
(11) in a mental institution
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V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Introduction

Subprograms FREOUENCIES and CROSSTABS from the 5PSS Package of Statistical

Programs w re used to analyze the data. The manner in which the results ,from

these subpro6 3 will be displayed is described below.

The data distribution computed by FREOUENCIES is presented in frequencies

and percentages displaxed in the following format:

Relative Adjusted Cumulative
Absolute Frequency Frequency Adjusted FrequencyCategory Label Code Frequency (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

The absolute frequency column presents the frequency of responses for each

value. The frequency for each missing value (e.g., information unavailable) is

included in this column. The relative frequency column presents the percentage

of the sample response for each value. The adjusted frequency column presents

the percentage of the sample response for each value when the missing values

have been eliminated. Percentages for this column, therefore, are based only on

those values which have not been previously defined as missing. The cumulative

adjuste,J frequency column presents the cumulative percentage for all values other

than missing values.

, In the presentation of results for those variables which are displayed

using this format, all columns will be displayed for each variable which contains

missing values. When missing values are not present in the data for a given

variable, the adjusted frequency column will not be included in the figure.

The Crosstabulations computed by subprogram CROSSTABS displays the data

on two variables simultaneously resulting in a matrix of cells. Since the

display is often fairly complex, the matrix displays are not included in the

Resultp Section. Rather, relevant information from these displays is presented

5,1
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.t
in a more simplified fc..m.

Finally, when neither of the above formats are appropriate, relevant

statistics will be presented.

7

The results and discussions are presented ,separately for each large variable

group (e.g., biographic/demographic, previous record). The discussion refers

to data presented in the tables and also to additional results which are included

in the narrative when they highlight the interpretation. All interpretation is

based on the adjuited frequency (i.e., on those cases for whom data was available).

..

-2-
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B. °Pre Release Results

1. Bigkraphic/Demoaraphic
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The results for the biographic/demographic set of variables are present.ed

in Tables 3 and 4 (pages 54-55).

Examination of these results,and of additional results which have been

included when they highlight the presentation,indicate that:

The sample is fairlY young.

Approximately half of them (52%) are black; 40% are white.

About one-third (32%) have not used drugs of any type.

More than half (56%) have used hard drugs.

10% of the sample attended college.

For more than half (577), tenth grade was the highest attained.

Three-quarters (75%) did not graduate high school and, therefore,

are high school dropouts.

55% of the dropouts have obtained their High School Equivalency.

Reading.and math score averages are at the lower high school (9th)-

and junior high school (7th) levels respectively.

The grade level average for basic skills, therefore, is 8th grade.

The I.Q. score average for' the sample (106.5) is slightly above the

population average (100). The minimum score, however, is quite low (75)

indicating limited potential for at least onCsubject.



TABLE 3

Biographic/Demographic

Varia,.0
No.

Variable
Name N

Missing
Cases Mean Mode Minimum Maximum Range.

1 School Reported previously

2 . . Age 274 3 26.96 23.0 18.0 52.0 34.0

5 . Highest grade attained 243 34 10.33 10.0 5.0 15.0 10.0

7 . Reading score 214 63 9.29 10.5 3.3 14.5 11.2

8 Math score 212 65 7.55 6.4 3.3 13.0 9.7

9 . . Grade level average . . 202 75 8.64 7.2 2.1 16.7 14.6

10 . 1.0 252 25 106.51 107.0 75.0 129.0 54.0
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TABLE 4

Biographic/Demographic Continued

Variablu: 3-Ethnicity

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq

c

Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Black 1 141 50.9 52.0 1-'2.0 0
Hispanic 2 22 7.9 8.1 60.1
Native American 3 0 0.0 0.0 60.1
White 4 108 39.0 39.9 100.0
Information unavailable . 0 6 2.2 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Variable: 4-Drug Use 0
Yes, hard drugs 1 149 53.8 55.6 55.6,
Yes, marijuana only 2

.-
32 11.6 11.9 67.5

No 3 86 31.0 32.1 99.6
0Yes, don't knoW type 4 . 1 0.4 0.4 100.0

Information unavailable . . 0 9 3.2 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

...._ -
Variable: 6-High School Graduation

Graduated high school . . 1 51 18.4 25.1 25.1
High school equivalency . . . . 2 112 40.4 55.2 80.3
Not 1 or 2 3 40 14.4 19.7 100.0
Information unavailable . . . . 0 74 26.7 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0
0

0

,
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The results relating to previous record are presented in Table 5 (page 59).

Examination of these results indicates that:

Many of the subjects were young when they first became involVed with

the law (mean = 16.54). The data also indicate that 92.5% had their first

confrontation with the law before their 22nd birthdays.

The average number of confrontations was approximately 5. The average

number of arrests was 4. The discrepancy between the two variables exists

because JD and YO status confrontations have not been incluctad in the arrest

count. The differences in the means and the modes for the two variables

displays this clearly. Whereas one mean is 5 and its mode is 4 (Number of

Confrontations), the other mean is 4 with a mode of 0 (Number of Arrests).

As stated above, many of these subjects had confrontations with the law at

an early age.

The range of both of these variables is interesting because ie is so wide.

The 'average number of times guilty for previous crimes is 2.28. The

calculation of this mean is based on those subjects who were arrested and

tried for crimes as adults. It does not include those subjects who

(1) had no prior arrests ever, (2) had no prior arrests as adults, or

(3) had no data for this variable. All three categories were coded as

missing. That is why there are so many missing cases for this variable (49).

The same is true for variables #17 (Times Incarcerated Short Term) and 1118

(Times fneareerated Long Term).
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Regarding-prior incarcerations, of those in the sample who had been

arrested as adults (i.e., 228 out of 276 or 82.6%), 95 or 42% had never'been

incarcerated,short tekm (i.e., for less than one year). Additionally, 132

out of 228 or 58% of those arrested as adults had never previously been

incarcerated long-term (i.e., sentenced to a term of one year or more).

In relation to the total sample, however, (i.e., 276 Ss for whom data

is available), 143 out of 276 or 52% have never been-incarcerated short term.

Additionally 180 out of 276 or 65% have never previously been incarcerated

in a state correctional facility. A majority ef our sample, therefore, is -

relatively new to prison.

1.1
60
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TABLE 5

Previous Record
t.)

Variable
No.

Variable
Name N

Missing
Cases Mean Mock Minimum Maximum Range

e
11 . . Age at first confrontatidn . 254 ' 23 16.54 16.0 8.0 39.0 3.1.0

12 . . Number of confrontations . 276 1 5.11 4.0 0.0 . . 33.0 i 33.0,
. No prior record

291276 or 10.5%

13 . . Number of arrests . . . . 276 1 4.05 0.0 0.0 31.0 ,31.0
No. prior adult record

48/276 or' 17.4%

14 . . Times guilty 228 4.9* 2.28 0.0 . 25.0 25.0
No priOr convictions

99.76 or 35.9%

17 . . Times incarcerated
(short turn) 228 49* 1.31 0.0 0.0 ,

Never incarcerated short term
22.0 22.2

143/276 or 51.8%

18 . . Times inOrcerated -
(long term) 228 49* 0.58 0.0 0.0 7.0

Never incarcerated long term
180/276 or 65.2 %

*Coded as missing to obtain mean:
information unavailable
no prior arrests ever
no prior adult arrests
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Table 6 (page 62) presents the results which describe the program crime.

The most, interesting result from the program crime data is the length

of time subjects were incarcerated for the program crime. That is because

this result provides an indication of the maximum length of time HEOP

could hope to affect the educational lives of the sample., Examination

of Table 6 reveals that this base level is 31.4 months or approximately

2 3/4 years. If the factors of transfer and parole are taken into con-

sideration, it is not difficult to cOnclude that the length of time in

which to exert an influence (educational or otherwise) is not very long.

1

r,

7,2

,
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TABLE 6

Program Crime

w MI IP IP

Variable Variable
No, Name N

Missing
Cases Mean

31.43
months

Mode' Minimum Maximum

191.7

73 Length of time in prison
, "for the program crime" 276 1 18.2 6.0

Variable:- 23-Severity Index

Absolute Relative Adjusted CumulativeCategory Label Code Freq Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct)

A 1 Felony 1 9 3.2 3.3 3.3
A II Felony 2 2 0.7 0.7 4.0

-

A III Felony 3 15 5.4 5.5 9.5
B Felony 4 44 . 15.9 16.0 25.5
C Fel;ny. rJ 60 21.7 21.8 47.3
p Felony 6 69 24.9 25.1 72.4
E Felony

, 7 12 4.3 4.4 76.7
A Misdemeanors 8 2 0.7 0.7 77.5
B Misdemeanors

- 9 0 0.0 0.0 77.5
Violations '10 0 0.0 0:0 77.5
Youthful offender 11 44 15.9 16.0 93.5
J.D. 12 1 0.4 0.4 93.8
Felony-type unknown 13 17 6.1 6.2 100.0
Information unavailable 0 2 0.7 Missing

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

,

q
a.

Range

185.7

7 '1

1

o.
iv

1
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Results describing both the "treatment" and witcomes for the in-prison

program are presented in Tables 7-11 (paes 66-71).

Examination of the data`l,ndicates:

First and most important in a subseluent discussion of program impact,5

the subjects are not involved in'the program to any great degree or for

anv great length of time. This is apparent from the number of credits

earned, which are not that many, and the actual length of time in the

program, which is not that long. (See Tables 7 and 8). For example, the

mode (or greatest number of Ss earning a given number of credits) is 7.00.

An interesting addition to this result is that 757 of the sample earned

fewer than 24 credits in the program and 527 of them earned 10 credits or

less. Of these, 64.47 were enrolled for 2 semesters or less. These are

relatively short periods of both time and involvement in which to attempt

to bxert a strong influence or make a basic change in a person's life style.

most of the Ss (877) participate in an in-prison type program only.

(See Table 8).

Again'referring to Table 8, choice of major is interesting. Fifty-eight

Percent major in Arts and Letters while few major in the science or ed-

ucational areas. Of course, few science or education majors are offered in

prison programs. This can be explained in part by the offender status. It

is not easy for convicted felons to be licensed. Additionally, some laboratory

courses cannot be taught in correctional facilities.

The in-prison GP-A of thP sample includes a wide range (from 0.50 to 4.00).

Both the mean and the mode, however, indicate that the sample do(s reasonably
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well in those courses which are offered in prison.(See Table 7),

A description of the assistance received through the provision of

support services is presented in Table 9. Fifty-nine percent received

remedial support, 44% received tutorial support and, significantly, 99%

received counseling support.

Indications of potential revealed by responses to the Intake Potential

form are that: 81% were deemed to have average or strong potential. Not

a surprising result. Sixty-six percent of these responses were judged by

the respondent to be fairly reliable.(See Table 10),

Finally, and again important for both the interpretation of subsequent

results and program policy decisions, Table 11 indicates that:

Of those in the sample whose status in the program was known at the time

of transfer or release (i.e., 186 or 67%), 53 or 29% wer transferred while

participating in tht. program. Another 82 or 44% were released while active.

Those who were released were encouraged and aided to transfer to anoiher HEOP 40

program functioning outside, of the prison. Hopefully, many of the transfer-

ees were also given an,opportunity in prison to continue their education.

If this is not the case, perhaps it should be.

7,

0



TABLE 7

HEOP Prison Program - Credits, Time, GPA.

Variable
No.

Variable
Name N

Missing
Cases Mean Mode Minimum Maximum Range

24 . . Number of credits in
program 276 1 16.14 7.0 1.0 83.3 82.3

25 . . Length of time in
program 276 1 2.38* 1.0 1.0 9.0 8.0

See additional data in Table 8_ _

27 . . In prison GPA 212 _5 2.65 3.0 0.5 4.0 3.5

11111,11.
*Semesters
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TABLE 8

HEOP Prison Program-Time, Major, Pro ram Type

Variable: 25-Length of Time
In Program Absolute Relative Adiusted Cumulative

Category Label . Code Freq" Freq(Pct) Fred(Pct) Freq(Pct)

1 Semester

2 Semesters

3 Semesters

4 Semesters

5 Semesters

6 Semesters

7 Semesters

8 Semesters

9 Semesters .

Information unavailable

Variable: 26-In Prison Major

Arts and Letters

Educational Studies

Health Sciences

Science and Math

Administration and Business

Social Science

Undeclared

Information unavailable . .

1 106 38.3 38.4 38.4

2 69 / 24.9 25.0 63.4

3 47 I

i
17.0 17.0 80.4

4 24 8.7 8.7 . 89.1

5 16 5.8 5.8 94.9

6 8 2.9 2.9 97.8

7 2 0.7 0.7 98.6

8 2 0.7 0.7 99.3

9 2 0.7 0.7 100.0

0 1 0.4 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

1 132 47.7 58.4 58.4

2 2 0.7 0.9 59.3

3 0 0.0 0.0 59.3

4 5 1.8 2.2 61.5

5 25 9.0 11.1 72.6

6 24 8.7 10.6 83.2

7 38 13.7 16.8 100.0

0 5,1 18.4 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 8 Continued

Variable: 28-Type of Program
Absolute Relative Ad/Listed CumulativeCategory Label Code Free? Freq(Pet) Freq(Pct) Fivq(Pct)

In prison
1 237 85.5 86.8 86.8

Educational release .4 1.4 1.5 "88.3
Both 1 and 2 3 32 11.6 11.7 100.0
Information unavailable . 0 4 1.4 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0



TABLE 9

HEOP Prison Program - Provision of Supportive Services

Variable: 29-Remedial Supportive
Services

Category Label Code

.

Absolute
Freq

Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adiusted
Freq(Pet)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Yes 1 164 59.2 No 59.2

No 2 113 40.8
Missing

Cases 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0

4.

Variable: 30-Tutorial Supportive
Services

Yes 1 123 44.4 No 44.4

No 2 154 55.6
Missing

Cases
100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0

Variable: 31-Counselihg Supportive
Services

Yes 1 275 99.3 No 99.3
Missing

Np 2 2 0.7 Cases 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0



TABLE 10

HEOP Prison Prggram - Intake Prognosis

Variable: 32-Intake Prognosis/
Pcitential

Category Label Code
Absolute

Frey
Relative
Frey (Pa)

'
AdjUsted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulativie
Freq(Pct)

.

!Weak potential 1 42
.

15.2 i 19.3 19.3
Average potential 2 98 35.4

,

45.0 64.2
Strong potential 3 78 28.2

.
35.8 100.0

Iv
Information unavailable . . 0 59 21.3 Missing 100.0.

p
TOT-AL 277 100.0 100.0

Variable: 33-1ntake Prognosis/
Reliability of Rating

Not so reliable 34 12.3 15.7 15.7
Fairly reliable . ... . 2 183 66.1. 84.3 100.0
Information unavailable . . 0 60 21.7 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0,

8A)
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TABLE 11

HEOP Prison Program - Status Before Release

Variable: 34-Status Before Release

Category, Label Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusled
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Graduated 0 0.0 0.0

Withdrew 2 41 14.8 16.7 163

Terminated by program . . . 3 4 1.4 1.6 18.4

Prison transfer while active . 4 53 19.1 21.6 40.0

Active 5 82 29.6 33.5 73.5

Other-dead 6 6 2.2 2.4 75.9
:

Subtotal 186

Unknown- transferred 7 31 11.2 12.7 88.6

Unknown-paroled 8 28 10.1 11.4 100.0

information unavailable . 0 32 11.6 Missing 100.0

Subtotal 91

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0
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.Examination of the release information results presented in Tables

12 and 13 (pages 74-75) reveals that:

The mean release time for this sample is 21.44 months.

At the time the data were collected at the Department of Corrections,

cmly a small perc'entage of the sample (11.1%) had been released from prison

for three years or more. The majority (66.8%) had been released for between

one and three years. These results are important,because they provide the

time frame and point of referenP,e for an interpretation of the remainder of

the post release data.

Given the fact that the HEOP prison program was relatively new at the

time this study was initiated, and given the fact that for this reason the

,study was conceptualized Iirst and foremost as a process study, the results

presented here are not suiprising. Nevertheless,and in spite of the fact

that a longer follow-up period would of course be preferable in any evaluation

endeavor, the results presented here do indicate that the length of follow-up

for this sample is long enough to enable meaningful conclusions. It would

still be advisable, however, to complement this study with one that followed

a greater number of Ss, the same number of Ss for a longer period of time,

or both.

e311)



TABLE 12.

Release Information - Year By Tree

Variable:

/

36-Year Of Release

Variable: 35-Type Of Release
,

Parole* Other**

1972 1 . 0

1973 3 0

1974 21 4

1975 71 3 ,
1976 85 3

1977 85 1

TOTAL 266 11
.,

*Includes conditional release and Cimpter 148.
**Includes Sero, reversal,and court order.
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TABLE 13

Release Information - Release to Data Collection (Ti *me)

Variable Variable Missing
No. Name N Cases Mean Mode Minimum Maximum Range\.

37 . . Release to data collection . 277` 0 21.41 12.5 2.0 56.2 54.2,,

Absolute Relative Adjusted Cumulative
Category Label Code Freq Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct)

2.0 - 5.9 months 1 17 6.1 No 6.1

6.0 - 11.9 months 2 44 15.9 Missing 22.0

12.0 - 23.9 months 3 106 38.3 Cases 60.3
1 24.0 - 35.9 months 4 79 28.5 88.8in

N
1 36.0 - 47.9 months 5 27 9.7 98.6

c
. 48.0 - 59.9 months 6 ....4... _14.. 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0
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Tables 14 through 20 (pages 78-89) present the results for subsequent

record.

Examination of the arrest and arrest with conviction results presented in

Table 14 '(page 78) indicates that:

A majority of the sample had no arrests after release for the program

crime (55.6%), Fifty-six percent had no arrests which resulted in con-

viction.

Because this data includes four Ss who died at an undetermined time

after release, and because the above data relate only to arrest and not

to crime, Table 14 has been included for 'background type' information only.

-able 15 provides information basic to a determination of the recidivism

rate(s) for this sample. The variable used for this particulac determination

is #54, Most Severe Confrontation, i.e., the most severe crime or incident

commited by a subject after his release for the program -crime. Table 15 is

preseneed on page 79.



, TABLE 14

Subsequent Record - Arrests: Total and With Conviction

Variable: 38-Total Arrests*

Category Label Code

,

Absolute
Freq

Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

No arrests 0 154 55.6 No 55.6
One arrest 1 72 26.0 Missing 81.6
Two arrests 2 35 12.6 Cases 94.2
Three arrests 3 12 4.3 98.6
Four arrests 4 1 0.4 98.9
Five arrests 5 2 0.7 99.6
Six arrests 6 1 0.4 100.0

..,

TOTAL 277 100.0

-

Variable: 39-Arrests With Conviction**

No arrests 0 155 56.0 No 56.0
One arrest 1 74 26.7 Missing 82.7
Two arrests 2 34 12.3 Cases 94.9
Three arrests 3 12 4.3 99.3
Five arrests 5 1 0.4 99.6
Six arrests 6 1 0.4 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0

*Mean = 0.72

**Mean = 0.68
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TABLE 15

Subsequent Record - Most Severe Confrontation: Total Sample

Variable: 54-Most Severe
Confrontation.

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq (Pct)-

No record 0 147 53.1 53.8 53.8

Warrant 10 li 2.2 2.2 56.0

Charges pending 20 17 6.1 6.2 62.3

Record - incident 30 27 9.7 9.9 72.2

Returned - arrested for:

Absconding 40 3 1.1 1.1 73.3

Parole violation 50 17 6.1 6.2 79.5

Misdemeanor 60 8 2.9 2.9, 82.4 9
Felony 70 21 7.6 7.7 90.1

New commitment New York
;

80 26 9.4 9.5 99.6

New commitment out of state . 90 1 0.4 0.4 100.0

Dead . . . ...... 99 4 1.4 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 273; Missing cases 4

0

If recidivism is defined as reincarceration in a correctional facility

(codes 40 - 90), cesults provided in Table 15 (above) reveal that the

recidivism rate for this sample is 27.84% (76/273).

By narrowing this slightly to eliminate new commitment out of state (i.e.,

eliminating code 90 but using codes 40 - 80) that rate becomes 27.47%. 0

If on the other hand, the definition includes new commitments only; both

New York State and out of state (codes 80 and 90), the rate becomes 9.89%.
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Finally, if the definition considers only those subjects with a new

commitment in New York State, (code 80) the rate is 9.52%.

It should be noted that the results in Table 15 include all subjects.

Table 16 presents results for this variable calculated with those Ss who were

released to parole supervision. The calculations also include subjects with

conditional release and Chapter 148. (See page 81).

,
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TABLE 16

Subsequent Record - Most Severe Confrontation: Parolees ,
Variable: 54-Most Severe

Confrontation Absolute Relative Adjusted CumulativeCategory Label Code Freq Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct' Freq(Pct)

No record 0 137 51.5 52.3 52.3
Warrant 10 6 2.3 2.3 54.6
Charges pending 20 ' 17 6.4 6.5 61.1

Record - incident 30 27 10.2 10.3 71.4
Returned - arrested for:

Absconding 40 3 1.1 1.1 , 72.5
Parole violation 50 17 6.4 6.5 79.0
Misdemeanor 60 8 3.0 3.1 82.1
Felony 70 21 7.9 8.0 90.1

New commitment New York 80 25 9.4 9.5 99.6
New commitment out of state 90 1 0.4 0.4 100.0
Dead 99 4 1.5 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 266 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 262; Missing cases 4

9
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Examination of the results provided in Table 16 (page 81) indicates tha't:

Eleven Ss were not released to parole supervision and, therefore, were

eliminated from this set of results. Of the eleven, ten had no subsequent

record at all and one had a new commitment to a New York State correctional
. ,

facility.

Again, using the inclusive definition of recidivism aised previously (i.e.,

any type of return; codes 40 - 90) the rate for the sample of parolees is

28.63 (75/262).

Eliminating out of state commitment from this definition (i.e., using

0

codes 40 - 80) provides a rat of 28.24%.

Considering new commitments only (codes 80 and 90) produces a rate of

9.92%.

And finally, using new.commitments to New York State facilities (code

80) results in a rate of1.9.54%.

Table 17 (page 83) summarize111-recidivism rates presented above. .

Although the results presented in Table 17 are interesting, several exercises

need to be performed in order to place these results into some kind of perspectivt.

In particular, the parameter of time must be introduced. Additionally, the results

need to be compared to existing recidivism rates. The remainder of tflis section

addresses these tasks. (See Tables 18-20, pages 86-89).

to tt



TABLE 17

Recidivism Rates By Most Severe Confrontation

IMMO

Definition

Total Saml)le-
N = 273

Parolees
N = 262

Any type of returmor
new commitment
(codes 40 - 90) 76/27.84%* 75/28.63%

Any type of return;
new commitrhent to New York
(cqdes 40 - 8W 75/27.47% 74/28.24%

Any type of new
commitment
(codes 80 - 90) 27/9.89% 26/9.92%

New.comrnitment to New York
(code 80) 26/9.52% 25/9.54%

*All rates have been calculated with adjusted frequencies.

Data Key: frequency/percentage
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table 18 (page 86) presents subsequent recoqd by length of follcrup

period. Again, variable 54, Most Severe Confrontation was used as the

subsequent:record indicator.

Examination of Table 18 indicates that:

As one would expect, a greater percentage of Ss in th'e, shorter

follow-up periods have no subsequentirecord at all. The remaining

subsequent record categories tend to vary somewhat across crimes and

groups. In general, those in the lesser follow-up periods appear to

commit fewer crimes.

An interesting aside; ten out of the eleVen Ss re/eased by Sero,

reversal, or court order have no subsequent record,at all.

Although it may be possible to tease further interpretation from

this set of results, to do so may be inaccurate. The most obvious

findings are again that a majority (53.$%) of the sample has no

subsequent record at all, and 72.5% have never been reincarcerated.

Table 19 (page 87) presents recidivism rates for the sample by length

of follow-up period. These rates are derived from the results presented in

Table 18.

Examination of Table 19 indicates that:

Recidivism rates increase with increased availablilty of follow-up

time; peaking at period four (24.0 - 35.9 months) and beginning to decrease

in period five (36.0 - 47.9 months). The results for period six are spurious

since the sample size is so small.

9

4
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The summary results presented in Table 19 (i.e., one year or more,

two years or more) are somewhat misleading. Although they do reveal

that recidivism increases with increased length of follow-up time, they

tend to bury the degree of crime in group 4 (i.e., follow-up period four

Ss). On a percentage basis, group 4 Ss appear to have committed a good deal

more crime than any other group. It is clearly apparent with the results
4

describing new commitment to New York State (code 80). A recidivism rate

of 16.7 far exceeds that of any other group, although in and of itself it

is quite reaonable.

9LI
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Follow-up
Period

(montfls).
N

- 1

2.0 - 5.9

2
6.0 - 11.9

3
12.0-219

24.0 - 35.9

5
.36.0 47.9

6
48.0 - 59.9

17

100

75

22

4

TOTAL
26*

TABLE 18

Subsequent Record By Length of Follow-up Period: Most Severe Confrontation

Parolees Other. .
Total Sample

(when different from Parolee's)

No
Record 10.30 40 50

Record

60, 70 80 90
No

Record

-Record-

80 N

Record'
No

Record 80

11

64.7

29
65.9

53
53.0

31
41.3

11
50.0

50.0

4
23.5

7
15.9

22
22.0

14
18.6

3
13.6

0

0

0

1

1.0

2
2.7

0

0

0

2
4.5

6
6.0

6
8.0

3
13.6

0

0

2
4.5

3
3.0

3
4.0

0

0

0

3
6.8

9
9.0

6
8.0

3
13.6

0 ;

2
11.8

1

2.3

5
5.0

13
17.3

2
9.1

2
50.0

0

'0

1

1.0

0

0

(0

3
3

100.0

3
100.0

4
80.0

1

20.0

103

78

27

56
'54.4

34
43.6

15
55.5

3
11.1

137
52.3

48
18.3

3
1.1

17
6.5

8
3.1

21
8.0

25
9.5

1

0.4 11

10
90.9

1

0.91 273*
147
53.8

28
10.3

*4 dead eliminated

Data Key: frequency/percentage of row N

Key 1030 Warrant, charges pending,.incident
40 Return arrested for absconding
50 Return arrested for parole violation
60 Return arrested for misdemeanor
70 Return arrested for felony
80 New commitment to New York
90 New commitment out of state

cr.



TABLE 19

RecidivisabRates By Length Of Follow-up Period: Most Severe Confrontation

1

2.0 - 5.9

Follow-up Periods
2 3 4

6.0 - 11.9 12.0 - 23.9 24.0 - 35.9
5

36.0 - 47.9
6

48.0 - 59.9

One Year
or More
(12.0-
59.9 months ,

cOdes 3-6) .

Two Years
or More
(24.0-
59.9 months.
cqdes 4 - 6rTotal Sample

(Parolees)

Definition
N=17

'(17)
N=44

(44)
N=103

(100)
N=78

(75)
N=27

(22)
N=4

(4)
N = 212

(201)
N = 109

(101)

Any type of return or
new commitment 2/11.8 8/18.2 25124.3 30/38.5 9/33.3 2/50.0 66/31.1 41/37.6
(codes 40 - 90) (same) (same) (25/25.0) (30/40.0) (8/36.4) (same) (65/32.3) (40/39.6)

Any ,type of return;
new commitment

rc; to New York 2/11.8 8/18.2 24/23.3 30/38.5 9/33.3 2/50.0 65/30.7 41/37.6
l (codes 40 - 80) (same) (same) (24/24.0) (30/40.0) (8/36.4) (same) (64/31.8) (40/39.6)

Any type of new
commitment 2/11.8 1/2.3 6/5.8 13/16.7 3/11.1 2150.0 24/11.3 18/16.5
(codes 80 - (same) (same) (6/6.0) (13/17.3) (2/9.1) (same) (23/11.4) (17/16.8)

New Commitment to
New York 2/11.8 1/2.3 5/4.9 13/16.7 3/11.1 2/50.0 23/10.8 18/16.5
(code 80) (same) (same) (5/5.0) (13/17.3) (2/9.1) (same) (22/10.9) (17/16.8)

1.0

Data Key: frequency/Percentage

lUu
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To continue the examination of,subsequent record for the present samge, it

would be both interesting and revealing to examine the pattern of returns for

each ofthe six groups (i.e., follow-up periods) by adding another dimension; that

is the period in which returns actually occurred. In order to do this, period of

fiest coinfrontation leading to return will be used as the subsequent record in-
-

dicatOr. This new variable will be referred to subsequently as Initial Return.

In tabulating this variable, each subject will be included only one time regard-

less of the number of returns he has actually experienced. This treatment of data

is comparable to that used by DOCS in the Five Year Study (Dale, 1979).

Tahle 20 (page 89) piesents subsequent record by length of follow-up

period using initial return as the subsequent record indicator. Within each

of the return periods, the crime which resulted in reincarceratiqn is also

Presented. In this Table,recidivism is defined as any crime leading to

incarceration (codes 40 - 90). Table 20 also presents a summary of return tates

based on the total number of returns,in.the sample.

Examination of Table 20 indicates that:

Within.each of the return periods, Ss in follow-up period 4 have a

higher recidivism rate than Ss in any other follow-up group. Therefore,
,

fof this sample it would seem simply that group four committed more

crimes than any of the other groups in the sample.



TABLE 20

Subsequent Record by Length of Follow-up Period: First Confrontation Lead1 g to Return

Total Sample,
,(Parolees) ,

,

Follow-up .
Period N

.

I
40 50 60 70 80

2
40 50 60 70 80

Return Period
3

40 50 60 70 80 40
4

50 60 70 80
5

.4050607080
6

,0 50 60 70 80

_

2
1 17 2/11.8 ..

2.0 - 5.9 (17) (2/11:8)
<,

<
1 1 2 1 1 1 1

<

2 44 5/11.4 3/6.8 Key 40 Return arrested for absconding

6.0 - 11.9 (44) (5/11.4) (3/6.8) . 50 Return arrested for parole

4 '1 3 3 1 2 3 1 1 1 3
.<

violation
60 Return arrested for

3 103 11/10.7 8/7.8 90 6/5.8 < misdemeanor

12.0-23.9 (100), (11/11.0) (8/8.0) 1 70 Return arrested for felony4(6/6.0)
a 80 New commitment to New York

2 5 1 2 1 4 2 3 5 3 1 1 90 New eommitment out of state

4 78 7/8.97 -< 8/10.3 13/16.7 2/2.6 ,

24.0-35.9 (75) (7/9.31 (8/10.7) (13/17.3) (2/2.7)
,

--- 1 21 1 1* 1 1 1

5 27- 4/14.8 3/11.1 217.4

36.047.9 (22) (4/18.2) (2/9.1) (2/9.1)
* Other type release

1 1

6 4 1/56.0 1/50.0

48.0-5S.9 (4) (1/50.0 (1 /50.0)

TOTAL
% returns/

available N.*
29/273 = 19.6

(29/262 = 11.1)
23/256 = 8.98

(22/245 = 8.8)
22/212 = 10.4*

(22/201 = 10.9)
2/109 =1.8

(2/101 =1.98
0 0

i ieturns/
,

29176 = 38.2 23176 = 30.3 22176 = 28.9 2/76 = 2.6 0 0

total returns (29/75 = 38.7) (22/75 = 29.3) 22/75 = 29.3). (2/75 = 2.7)
'V dead eliminated

,

lUu
Data Key: frequency/percentage of row N iuu
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Further examination of the results for the six return periods indicates,

Based on the number of availablo subjects within a Riven follow

up period, the percent of total returns is quite similar for each'

of the first three return periods ((i.e., return period one (2.0

to 5.9 months) = 38.2: return period two = 30.3; return period three

= 28.9)).

Although the percentage of returns is highest for the first three

return periods, most returns do occur during the first six months

after release. Return rate8 for periods two and three are somewhat

lower and exhibit a decreasing trend. With period four there is a

dramatic drop (2.6).

68.47 (52/76) of initial returns occur during the first year after

release; 97% (74/76) of initial .eturns occur within two Years,of release.

Additionally, it is interesting to note ohat the DOCS Five Year

Report states that two-thirds of those returned in their sample were

returned within two years after release. (Bala, 1979: 2) The same

pattern although somewhat higher (i.e., 75%) is reported in a

discussion of the,performance pattern derived from the California

cohort data. (Adams, 1975: '57). Although the percantage for the

HEOP sample is higher.for. the two year period than either Of the

above, the results seem to be demonstrating a similiar trend.
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Having presented relevant recidivism rates for the present HEOP sample,

it would be interting to compare them to rates which have been reported in

the literature.

Until the mid-sevegties, general consensus of laymen, criminologists,and

corrections professionals placed the recidivism rate somewhere between fifty end

seventy-five percent (Kassebaum, Ward and Wilner 1971; Martinson and Wilks 1976;

New York Times 1976; Raab 1976). A dissenting voice was that of Daniel Glaser

who stated in a book published in 1969 that the general recidivism rate was

approximately one-third (Glaser 1969).

In 1976, the preliminary ..eport of an analysis of existing literature funded

by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement

Assistance AdministratiOn presented the general rate as below one-third and

decreasing (Martinson and Wilks 1976). After conducting an extensive search

to identify all relevant criminal justice research dealing with offender recidivism,

the authors combined 3005 recidivism rates from 128 documents to produce, a mean

rate of 24.62 for the total set of studies. The authors coded the data to-enable

them to derive averages by: (1) type of research design (i.e., experimental or

*after only), (2) actual definition of recidivism used, (3) Use of population -

sample, (4) length of follow-up, (5) concurrence of treatment and fol4-up (e.g.,

treatment and follow-up encompass same period),(6) decade in which the study was

done, (7) location in the criminal justice system, and ,(8) tteatment code.

Using the total data set, results ranged across the eight categories described

above from a low of 16.22 (for the0one to six month follow-up category) to a high

f 41.67 (in the location in the criminal justice category: partial physical
0

custody prior to prison sentence but post conviction). The mean fOt each corn--

bination temened 24.62.

u,
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F.

The next and more important comparison is with resultsIrom the Five Year

Follow-up Study conducted by the New York State Department of Correctional Services

and released in the Spring of 1980 (Bala,1979). In that report,DOCS,like Martinson

and Wilks, noted a change in the recidivism trends. The DOCS report states that

since 1.71, the proportion of cases returned as a result of technical violations

has been decreasing while the proportion of cases returned with new commitments

has been increasing. The latter adds new clarity and specificity to the general

statement of Martinson and Wilks that the recidivism rate is decreasing.

The data summarized by DOCS in the Five Year Study provides the most current

criteria for comparison with the HEOP sample. It is also the mast relevant since

both studies are concerned with New York State ofenders.

The DOCS study followed 5,593 subjects who had been incarcerated for a five

.year period beginning in 1972. To answer the question just how comparable is the

HEpP sampl., with the DOCS sample, selected characteristics of both groups are

presented in Table 21 (page 93)

Examination of Table 21 indicates that although the data for the two groups

are not identical,they are similar enough to enable a fair con?arison. Some

specifics presented in Table 21 are worthy of note:

The HEOP sample is all male; the DOCS sample contains a small percentage

of females (3.1%).

Inmates releasedAlto parole,supervision comprise 82.5% of the DOCS sample

while comprising 96% of the HEOP sample.
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TABLE 21

Comparison Between HEOP and DOCS Samples
on Selected Characterisiics

Variables
HEOP

N =277
DOCS

N = 5593

Sex
Male . 277/100 5417/96.9
Female 0 176/3.1

Age
Median 25.4 27.3
Range 18 to 52 16-18 to 65 and over

Ethnicity
Black 141/50.8 3114/55.7
White 108/39.0 1634/29.2
Hispanic . 22/7.9 824/14.7

'Other or information unavailable 6/2.2 21/0.4

Type of relesae
Parole 3582/64.0
Conditional release 1032/18.5

Subtotal 266/96.0. 4614/82.5
Maximum expiration 0 979/17.5
Other

-
11/4.0 0

Previous Record*
No prior adult recoed of arrest 48/17.4 936/16.7

, Prior state penal commitment 96/34.8. 1628/29.1

*HEOP N = 276

Data Key: frequency/percentage

4.

1 ti
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Statistics in the previous record categories show similarities. In

both samples, the percentage of Ss with no prior adult record is extrebely

.close (HEOP - 17.4%; DOCS' - 16.7%). .The perCentage of Ss with prior state

penal commitments is also close (HEOP - 34.8%; DOCS - 29.1%).

In the Five Year Study, DOCS reports that the recidivism rate for their

sample was 33.6. Return to a New York State correctional fatility was the

definition used to derive this rate. Using the same definitioR, Table 17 (page

83) indicates that the rate for the HEOP sample of parolees is 28.24. Since the

HEOP study was conducted Rver a shorter period of time than the DOCS study, perhaps

these results are not strictly comparable. They do, however, provide an indication

that the HEOP sample is at least not appreciably worse than theirs. Examination

of Table 19 (page 87), in which the data are organized by length of follow-up time,

tends to support this interpretation. Here it is fairly clear that the figures

for the HEOP sample were lower than or approach the 33.6 man( ranging between

' 11.8 and 40.0. It is important to note that the results for group four are a good

deal higher than re$ults for any Other group and, in fact, are the only results

which are appreciably abOve the figure of 33.6. Therefore, group four figures, when

combined with those for other groups, elevate the rates. The results for group

five of 36.4 are, on the other hand, considered to be reasonably close to the DOCS

rate of 33.6. Group six results have not been included in this discussion because

of the small sample size (N = 4).

Another definition of recidivism used by DOCS was return as new commitment

to a New York State facility. With this definition, the rate for their sample

of parolees was 13.7. This rate was obtained by combining their parole group

(N = 3582 with 458 returned as new commitments) aRd their conditional release group

(N = 1032 with 175 returned as new commitments) and recalculating the rate.

1 L.
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Examination of Table 17 (page83) provides a recidivism rate of 9.5 for

the HEOp sample of parolees. Examination of Table 19 (page 87) indicates that

depending on the follow-up group used, the rates for the HEOp mple of parolees

range between 2.3 and 17.3 with a mean of 9.3. (As in the previous discussion,

results for group six have been eliminated). Again, with the'exception of group

four (17.3), all other indlvidual groups are below the figure of 13.7. Ihese

findings could be quite exciting as they could lead to an interpretation that

the in-prison HEOP program was beneficial to the inmates it served.

Research has indicated that rehabilitation efforts have not influenced

recidivism (Martinson and Wilks 1976; Silberman 1979). Gottfredson notes and

criticizes tne general defeatest attitude regarding I-Aabilitation efforts which

prevails in the criminology community (Gottfredson 1979). His derisive article

contains a presentation' of strategies used by critics to negate positive findings.

As stated by the editors of Evaluation Studies Review Annual, Gottfredson's

article has implications for future research since it suggests that it would be more

appropriate to follow-pp those studies which have positive findings rather than to

continue to attack rehabilitation treatments (Sechrest 1979).

The relationship between education and recidivism has not been exempt from

general negative results. In.fact, prison education has been associated with a

higher failure rate especially when associated with brief prison terms (Glaser 1969).

In his book, Glaser does suggest, however, that the educa,ional programs were not

in and of themselves at fault in these instances. Rather, the operation of

several other factors was related to the higher failure rate. These factors

were: (1) providing educational access to academically disadvantaged inmates who

are already poor risks for post release success, (2) competition among rehabilitation

Programs (an inmate may have benefited more from an alternative program such as

11 I,,d
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pxison industries), (3) insincere and/or unmotivated participants (inmates

participate merely to Impress the Vorole, Bodrd), dud (4) ds result 01

, -

participating in the academic program, vocational aspirations are increased

without increasing the ability to satisfy these aspirations.

Regardless of the fact that Glaser's research was completed before the

advent of HEOP, two points are especially relevant to the present study. First,

higher redidivism rates have been associated with short periods orparticipation

in an educational program. Sucohd, higher recidivism rates have been associated

with the participation of academically disadvantaged students in educational

programs. In the present study, the sample contains academically disadvantaged

students. In addition, the Moan attendance of the program is 2.38 semesters; ,

a decidedly short period of time. Nevertheless, the recidivism rates rOr this

saMple of HEOP students are within respectable, favorably comparable parameters.



3. Parole Survey
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A d scription of the age and the source of the data derived from the

, parole urvey (i.e., form 113) and presented in th,e remainder of this section

is pre ented in Table 22 'below.

TABL E 22

Parole Survey: ,Age and Source of Information

Code and
, ----Pita Source,4..

' Cathgory Label

Alge

Absolute Relative Adjusted ,Cumulatitre
Code Freq Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct)

(Source)

Up to date
(Parole officer) t 1 132 47.7 66.3 -66.3

0 - 5 months old
(DOCS records) 2 7 2.5 3.5 69.8

6 - 11 months old
(DOCS records) 3 24 8.7 12.1' , 81.9

12 - 17 months old
(DOCS record's) 4 15 5.4 7.5 89.4 .

18 - 23 months okl ,

(DOCS records) 5 8 2.9 4.0 93.6,

, 24 or more months old
(DOCS records) 6 10 3,6 5.0 1 98.5

Age of form unknown
(DDCS records) ' 7 3 1.1 1.5 100.0

Information unavailable 0 78 28.2 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 199
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,

Examination of Table 22 indic4ites that:

^

At the time the data,was ollected at DOCS, 132 s'ubjects were still on

or just completing parole and post release information contained

on the parole survey (form #3) was obtained from parole officers. For

1

/ an additional 67 subjects this post release information set was obtained

/ from records at DOCS.

The currency of these records ranged from recent (i.e., 0 - 5 months old)

to not recent (i.e., more than 24 menths old).

IIt was not possible to have the parole survey completed or to obtain

/

relevant information/for thesewariables for 78 subjects.

In the presentation/ of results for this instrument,the number of subjects

for which information is unavailable varies. In addition to the 78 subjects with

no information on any variable, a varying number of subjects do not have complete

data for the entire parole survey. This is true regardless of the data sdurce (i.e.,

, parole officers or records). Therefore, the size of the N in the no information

category lor a given variable reflects the degree of missing data for that variable.

Accordingly, it is important to be cognizant of the' size of the sample when

examining the tables in the remainder of this section. For ease of reference,,

these tables are grouped together following the narrative.

Tables 23 thrOugh 28 (pages 103-100document career related post release

experiences of the HEOP sample of exoffenders. Table 23 (page 108) present's the

"present" or "latest kdown" employment/school information.
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ExaMination of this table indicates that:

General employment/school information was available for 158 or 57% of

the sample.. Of the 57%, 59 out of 158, or 37.3% were,employed full-time

and did not go to school, 40 or 25.3% were in school full-time and did not

work, and 1 or 0.6% did both full-time. If the percentages are compiled

on the basis of numbers who worked and numbers who went to school regard-

less of the degree of participation in each, the following percentages

emerge:

At the time the data was collected, or at the time of the last parole

: report filed at DOCS, 94 of 158 or,59% were ihvolved in soMe type of

employment. 57 of 158 or 36:1% were attending school. (See Section 4

College for a/more meaningful discussion of school attendence).

Of the 158 subjects with available informtion, only 4 or 2.5% of the

sample had not participated in either a work or a school\'experiience since

release. Two of these or 1.3% were ill-and were, therefore, unemp]Jyable.

The employment related results are supplemented by results presented in

Tables 24 through 28 (pages 104-108). Please note that these results

shoeld be interpreted with caution since the sample sizes for a number of

variables (i.e., V59 Longest Known Time on Any Job, 960 Occppation, and V61

Income)arecomparatively'small.

Examination of Tables 24 through 28 inacates that':

4

Of the 151 subjects for whom information was available 119 subj ects or

757 had held some type of employment aft'er release. (Not ail of these were

employed at the time the data was collected which accounts for the difference

in the number-reported here and that reported in Table 23.) (See Table 24).
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Most subjects (60.8%) had one or two jobs. (See Table 24). These

jobs have not been maintained for any great length of time. (See Table

25). Three points are relevant: first there is a great deal of missing

data; second, that part of the sample with the largest percentage of

data for this variable are the parolees who have been releaAed for

"relatively" short lengths-of time; and third, during the period of

this study, the societal unempfoyment rate was high.

Information relating to Occupation was unavailable for close to half of

the sample (51.6%). An additional 39 subjects,or 14.1% have not worked

since release. Of the remaining 95 or 34.3% of the sample, the highest per-.

centage of occupations are within the Clerical-Sales and Service categories

(22.1% each). The Professional-Technical-Managerial and Miscellaneous

categories,follow closely ,(15.8% and 14.7% respectivelfly). (See Table 26).

Information relating to income was available for 97 or 35% of the sample.

Income for a majority of these subjects was fairly low. Three-quarters of

the reported incomes were below $7800.00 per year. Even though some were

students, this is not a great deal,of money on which to live. (See Table 27).

a

111 of the 277 subjects or 40.1% of the total sample received income

froM one source, 28 subjects or 10.1% ftom two or more sources,and 1

subject or 0.4% received no income. Information was unavailable for 136

subjects or 49.1% of ehe sample.

It is interesting to note that of the 141 subjects for whom information

was available, 53 .of 141 or 37.6% received at least some income from
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education related sources and 72 of 141 or 51.1% ol:tained at least a

portion of their funds from employment. (The latter figure does not

include unemployment as a source of employment related income). Finally,

families provided financial aid to 11 of 141 or 7.8% of the sample.

(See Table 28).

Table 29 (Page 109) presents;results related to family situation. Examination

of this Tablejndicates that: /

Close to three quartersiof those for whom information was available

(130 of 175 or 74.3%) live with or near their families. Parole officers

have suggested that exoffenders who do live with or near family members tend

to do better after release (personal communication with Buffalo area parole

officers). 'If this is true, the results presented above are encouraging.

,s,
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TABLE 23

Parole Survey: Embloyment and/or school

Variable: 57-Present or Latest Known
Employment or School

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq

Employment-full time 1 59

Employment-part time 2 10

Casual Labor 3 14

Employment-full time and
casual labor 13 1

Unemployed 6 13
-

Unemployable-ill 7 2

No work since release 8 2
... ,

School-full time 4 , 40

School-part time , 5 - 4

Employment and school
I,

full time ' 14 1

Employment-full time and
school part time 15 , 2

Employment part time and ,

school full time 24 6

Casual Labor and school
full time 34 1

School full time
but no follow-up 10 3

Information unavailable . . . 0 119

TOTAL 277

'tlalid cases 158.
f

Relative Adjusted Cumulative
Freq (Pct) Freq(Pct) Freq(oct)

a

21.3 37.3 37.3

3.6 6.3 43.6

51 8.9 52.5

0

0.4 0.6

4.7 8.2

0.7

0.7

14.4, 25.3N 89.2

53.1

61.3

62.6

63.9

1.4 2.5

0.4 0.6 92.3

91.7

0.7 1.3 93.6

2.2 3.8

0.4 0.6 98.0

97.4

1.1 1.9 100.0

43.0 Missing 100.0
i

1

1

100.0 100.0

1Z
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TABLE 24

Parole Survey: Number of Jobs Since Release "

Variable: 58-Number of Jobs
Since Release

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

None 0 39 14.1 24.7 24:7

One job since release 1 61 22.0 38.6 63.3

Two jobs since release 2 35 12.6 22.2 85.5

Three jobs since release . . . 3 19 6.9 12.0 97.5

Four jobs since release . . 4 2 0-7 1.3 98.8

Five jobs since release . . 5 2 0.7 1.3 100.0

Information unavailable . . . 9 119 4.3.0 AVOiag. 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 158

t
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TABLE 25

N

Parole Survey: Longest Known Time On Any Job

Variable: 59-Longest Known Time
On Any Job

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq

_

Re-itive
Freq(Pct)

\
AdjUsted
Freq(ct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Less than 1 month 1 7 2.5 9.3 9.3

1 - 3.9 months 2 34 - 12.3 45.3 54.7

4 - 6.9 months 3 12 4.3 16.0 70.7

7 - 12:9 months 4 14 5.1 18.7 89.3

13 - 24.9 months 5 5 1.8 6.7 96.0

25 - 36.9 months 6 3 1.1. 4.0 100.0

Information unavailable . . . . 0 163 58.8 Missing 100.0

N/A no work since release . . 99 39 14.1 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 75; Missing cases 202(codes 0 and 99)

^ f
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TABLE 26

Parole Survey: Occupation

Variable: 60-Present Or Latest
Known Occupation

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Professional/Technical/Managerial . 1 15 5.4 15.8 15.8

Clerical/Sales 2 21 7.6 22.1 37.9

Service 3 21 7.6 22.1 60.0

Professing 5 2 0.7 2.1 62.1

Machine trades 6 9 3.2 9.5 71.6

Bend; work 7 3 1.1 3.2 74.7

Structural work
#,

8 10 3.6 10.5 85.3.

Miscellaneous 9 14 14.7 100.0

Information unavailable 0 143 51.6 Missing 100.0

No work since release 98 10 3.6 Missing 100.0

In school and never worked . . . .99 29 10.5 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Veil cases 95; Missing cases 182(codes 0 98; 99)



TABLE 27

Parole Survey: Income

vt.
61-Approximate Present or

Latest known Income.
Category Label Code

Absolute
Freq

Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

No income 1 '6- _ 2.2 6.2 6.2

Less than $3600 2 20 7;2 20.6 26.8

$3601 - $5100 3 17 6.1 17:5- 44.3
_

$5101 - $6500 22 7.9 22.7 610'

$6501 -- $7800 8 2.9 8.2 75.2

$7801i $9000 7 , 2.5 7.2 82.4

$9001 - $10000 1
.7 3 1.1 3.1 85.5

$10001 - $11000 ,8 N. 'k
2.5 7.2 92,3

N,

$11001 - $12000 9
r

- 3 N 1.1 3.1 95.8

$12001 - $12800

'Over $12800

10
t,

11

, 2

2

0.7

0.7

2.1

'2.1

97.9

100.0

Information unavailble 0 180 65.0 Missing 100.0

TQTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 97; Missing cases 180

1.
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TABLE 28

Parole Survey: Southe of Income

Variable: 62Present or' Latest.
K nown Source of Income

Category Label Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

.

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Employment 1 57 20.6 40.4 40.4

Education 2 30 10.8 21.3 61.7

Welfare ....... .. . 3 10 3.6 7.1 68.8

Disability and compensation . 4 3 - 1.1 2,1 70.9

Unemployment 5 4 .1.4 2.8 73.8

a mil y support 6 6 2.2 4.3 78.8

Other 7 1 0.4 ,i; 0.7 78.7

Employment-education-welfare . 8 1 0.4 0.7 79.4

Employment and edUcation . . 12 11 4.0 7.8 87.2

Employment and unemployment 15 1 0.4 0.7 87.9

Employment and family support 16 2 0.7 i .4 89.4

Education and welfare 23 6 2.2 4.3 93.6

Education and unemployment. . 25 1 0.4 0.7 944. !-..

'Education and family support. . 26 1 0.4 0.7 95.0
.1-1

Education and other 27 3 , 1.1 2.1 97.2

Family and Welfare . . 4. . . 36 1 0.4 93 97.9

Unemployment and family support 56 1 0.4 0.7 98:6

N/A subject has no income. . 99 2 0.7 1.4. 100.0 :

Information unavailable . . . . 0 136 4.1 Missin 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 141

Variable: 63-CETA funds
Involved.

Yes 1 12 I 4.3 14.5 14.5

2 71 ! 25.6 85.5 100.0No
,

Information unavailable . . 0 194 70.0 Missing. 100.0
I

TOTAL 277 /100.0 100.0

Valid cases 83 t

, 1i2,)14.
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TABLE 29

Parole Survey: Family Situation

Variable: 64-Present or 'Latest
Known Family Situation

Category Label 7
.

Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative

4 Freq(Pct)

,

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Liyes with family 1 91 32.9 52.0 52.0

Has family in vicinity 2 34 14.1 22.3 74.3

Has no family in area 3 45 16.2 25.7 100.0

Information unavailable 0 102 36 8 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid 'cases 175; Missing cages 102

-
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Post release educational experiences of the HEOP sample are described

in Tables 30 through 34 presented following the nariative.on pages 115.419.

Table 3b provides a general description of the edpcational status of

the sample. Examination of this Table on page 115 indicates that:

Some type of information relating to college attendance was

available for approximately three quarters of the sample (213 or 77%).

Information from various sources (i.e., parole officers, colleges, DOCS)

indicated that 125 of 213 or 59% had participated in or were participating

in a post release college experience; 47 of 213 or 22% presently, 65 of

213 or 33% previously and 13 of 213 or 6% historically (see code 11, maxed

with school but follow-up not possible as no social security number was

available). Of these 125 Ss, the previous or present attendance of 9 subjects

was not verified by the college. In suhsequent data analyses, these 9 were

added to the code 1 group (i.e., has not attended college since release)

changing that figure from 88 to 97 Ss. (See Tables 31-,34).

Additionally, verification by a college was not requested for the 13

subjccts referred to above as historical attenders (i.e., whose DOCS records

indicated that they were in college upon maximum expiration of sentence).

In subsequent data analyses, these 11 Ss were coded as'information un-

available, changing that figure from 64 to 77. (See Tables 31-34).

-herefoe, verified data describing post release college attendance was

actually available for 200 Ss. Tables 31 through 34 (pages 116-119)

present this data. Examination of these Tables indicates that:

103 of 200 or 52% were verifted as having attended co*ege.

,

Most of the 103 Ss attended one college (92 of 200 or 46%); the other 11

19
,,
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pf 200 or 5.5% attended two colleges.

Of the 103 S. who did attend college, g,]. of these or 20% did not

obtain credit. Conversely, 82 of 103 or 80% of those attending college

did obtain credit. In terms of the sample of 200 for whom information

was available on these variables, 82 of 200 or 41% of the HEOP sample

were verified as, having attended college and receiving credit. In terms

of the total sample of 277 Ss, 82 of 277 or 30% received credit.. from college

after release from prison. (See Table 31).

\Actual number of credits obtained was supplied by the colleges for

100 Ss, nol 103 as described in Table 31. For three subjects, it was not

possible to figure the precise number of credits obtained and they were,

therefore,.added to the no information category.

Of the 100 Ss with information, 79 or 79% received one or more credits.7

31 of 79 or 39% of those who actually obtained credit received between

1 and 15 credits, while 27 of 79 or 34% received between 16 and 45 credits.

73% (58 of 79 Ss); therefore, obtained 45 or.fewer credits. (See Table 32).

The average length of enrollment for the HEOP sample is 3.3 semesters,

At the time the data were collected (Spring 1978), 89 of 103 Ss with informa-

lion available on this variable or 86.4% of the sample of college attenders

had attended college for 5 semesters or less. Only 14 of 103 or 13.6%

had attended between 6 and.11 semesters. (See Table 33).

The pattern which is apparent in Tables 32 and 33 is consistent with

the information describing length of time between release and data ccillection

\

'presented in Table 13 (page 75). ,Tilat is, since the mean release time
\

Or the sample is 21.4 months with a mode of 12 -23.9 months, the results

describing credits and length of enrollment are as expected.
9
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Thp Major of, 89 subjects was provided by the'colleges. Of these, Social

Science was chosen most frequently (33 of 89 or 37%), followed by Administra-

tion/Business (24 of 89 or 27%) and Arts and Letters (17 of 89 or 19%).
*

(See Table 34). The present results are similar but not identical to the

majors declared by the sample while in the prison program. At that time,

as described in Table 8 (page 67), Arts and Letters was chosen most often

(132 of 226 or 58%), followed by Undeclared (38 of 226 or 16.8%). Since Ss

tended to participate in die in-prison program earlier in their education

career, it is not surprising that a higher percent of the.sample had not

yet selected a major. If Arts and Science was later selected by Ss with

'undeclared majou and if a few subjects switched into Arts and Science

from other areas, the discrepanci between the in-prison and post release

choice of major is easily explained.

The dearth of HEOP students in the Science areas (i.e., Health S,cience,

Science and Math) is con'sistent with earlier research, as is a preponderance

of students in'the Social Science area (4161f, 1976). Since typically, science

majors are not offered in prison programs, and since,it is difficult for con-

victed felons to be licensed, one would not expect to find them Majoring

in Science after release from prison. This explanation uould not apply.to

other groups of HEOP students, however, suggesting that students' prior

,preparation may be'inadequate for success in a science major. Additionally,

it is interesting that both groups are well represented in the Social, Science

areas.

Post release Grade Point Average for 86 subjects is 1.93. (See Table 34).

This indicates a decline from the in-prison average GPA of 2.65.'(See

Table 7, page 66). One plausible explanation for this is that in the post

release college experience, it was possible for a subject to receive a GRA
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of zeeo, thus obtaining no credits. In order to be part of the original

sample for the present study, however, a subject must have obtained at

least one credit while in the in-prison program and, therefore, could

not have-received a zero GPA.
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TABLE 30

College: Educational Status 0

Variable 65-Education& Status

Category Label ,

Absolute
Code:* Freq(Pct)

Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
,Freq(Pct)

Has not attended since release . . . 1 88 31.8 41.3 41.3

Previouily attended:

Dropped out 2 58 20.9 27.2 68.5 ,

Graduated tWo year college . 3 1 0.4 0.5 69.0

Graduated four year college . . 4 2 0.7 0.9 70.0

Attended graduate school . .12 . 1 0.4 0.5 70.5

Parole officer believes attended** . 5 3 1.1 1.4 71.9

Presently attending:

Two year college 6 6 2.2 2.8 . ,74.7
\

Four year college 8 34 12.3 16.0 90.7

Graduate school 9 1 0.4 .0.5 91.2

" Parole officer*believes attending** .10 6 2.2 2.8 94.0

Maxed while in college . ., . . . .11 13 4.7 6.1 100.0

Information unavailable 0 64 23.1 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 213;,Missing cases 64

*no responses for code 7-graduated from two year college, presently attending fotir year
college. ;

**as of March,78, but not verified brcollege.

13
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TABLE 31

College: Number Attended

Variable: 66-Number of Colleges
Attended Since Release

Category, Label:
Absolute

Code Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

.None
,

One /

0 97 ,

1 92

35.0

33.2

48.5

46.0

48.5

94.5

Two
,

2 11 4.0 5.5 100.0

Information unavailable . . .

i

. 9 77 27.8 Missing 100.0,

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases 200; Missing cases 77

Variable: 67-Number of Colleges Attended Since
Release With Credit

None- 0 118 42.6 59.0 59.0

One 1 73 26.4 36.5 95:5

Two 2 9 3.2 4.5 100.0

Information unavailable . . . 9 77 27.8 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100,0
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TABLE 32

College: Credits btained and Length of Enrollment

Variable: 68-Number of Credits
Since Release

Category Label: Code
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct) .

Adjusted
.Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

None 1 21 7.6 21.0 21.0

1 - 15 2 31 11.2 31.0 52.0

16 - 30 3 12 4.3 12.0 64.0

31 - 45 4 15 5.4 15.0 79.0

46 - 60 5 9 3.2 9.0 88.0

61 - 75 6 6 2.2 6.01 94.0

76 - 125 7 6. 2.2 6.0 100.0

Informaticin unavailable 0 80 28.9 Mis§ing foo.o

NA S did not attend college . . . . 9 97 35.0 Missing 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 100.0

Valid cases WO; Missing cases 177



TABLE 33

College: Length of Enrollment

Variable Variable Missing
No Name N Cases . Mean Mode Minimur; . Maximum Range

69 ,Total length of enroll.nent
in any college since release 103 174 3.3 1.0 1.0 '1:1.0 10.0semesters

Category label
. Abiolutr--* Relative Adjusted Cumulative.'aide Freq Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct) Freq(Pct) .

.0ne semester

s Tivo semesteis

Three semesters

Four semesters

*Five semesters

Six semesferi

Seven semesters

Eigfl't semesters . .
,

Nine semesters

Eleven semesters

Information unavailable

NA-S did not attend college

TOTAL

1

2

3

4-

5

6

7

8,

9

11

0

99

27

22

12

16

12

2

3

7

1

1

77

97.

277

-97
. 7.9

. 4.3

5.8

4.3

0.7

1.1

g-g

, 0.4
i t

0.4

27.8

35.0

fod.o

262

21.4

11.7

15.5. '

11.7

1.9 .

2.9

6.8

° 1.0

1.0.

Missing

Missing,

100.0

26:2

47.6

59.2

74.8

86.4

88.3

91.3

98.1

99.0

160.0

100.0

100.0



TABLE 34

College: Major and GPA

Variable: 70-Major In School

Category Label
i

Code
AbsOlute

Freq
Relative Adjusted
Freq(Pct) 'Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

Arts and Letters 1 17 6.1 19.1 19.1

Educational Studies 2 00 0.0 00.0 19.1_

Health Science 3 2 .0.7 2.2 21.3

Science and Math 4 1 0:4 1.1 22.4 .

Administration and Business , 5 2e 8.7 27.0 49'4

Social Science
..

6 33 11.9 37.1 86.5

Ia. 'Undeclared 7 12 4.3 13.5 100.0

-i4 Information unavailable 0 .91 32.9 Missing 100.0

NA S did not attend college 9 97 35.0 Missing 100.0

TOTAL

..0 0

277 100.0 100.0 <L}

Valid cases; 89

Variable Variable Missing '

,

No. Name N Cases Mean Mode Minimum Maximum Range

71 GPA in school 86 191 1.93 0.0 0.0 3.6 3.6

,

13 3
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Table 35 (page 122) presents the status of the sa'Mple'as of March 1978.

For those Ss who were attending school, their status isIvalid to June 1978.

When the present study was planned, this variable was tp be the major dependent

variable of interest. That decision was made before ie,was known that it would

be possible to provide more information from the large amount of data which

subsequently became available. In spite of the greater amount of detail, however,

many of the variables created from the wealth of available information do contain

much missing data. For V72, Status Now, all Ss have'been described in some

fashion other than information unavailable. As a result, some of the percentages

are lower than those reported previously. -Since the previous percentages are

based on adjusted frequency (i.e., they do not include Ss with no information),

they are considered to be more meaningful.

'F'xamination of Table 35 indicates that:

40 of 277 or 14.4% were.known to be attending school in June 1978.

56 or 20.2% were known to be employed in March of 78.

On or around March 1, 1978, 54 or 19.5% were incarcerated. Section 2

presents e detailed discussiOn of recidivism for the sample. Since the

previeus figures are presented within a meanindful context, it is suggested

that figures reported in that.,section be used rather than the ones presented

above.

The largest pertentage of subjects are in the unknown but no,lt<,in prison

category (91 of 277 or 32.9%). Therefore, the mo§t poignant conclusion to

be drawn from this data is the following, while it may not be possible to

determine the exact whereabouts of one-third of the sample of bxoffenders, it

is possible to dttermine where they are not.
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TABLE 35

'SttUs Now

Variable 72-Status Now

Category Label Cocip
Absolute

Freq
Relative
Freq(Pct)

Adjusted
Freq(Pct)

Cumulative
Freq(Pct)

In school 1 29 10.5 No 10.5

Working 2 42 15.2 Missing 25.6

Reincarcerated , . . . . . . 3 54 19.5 Cases 45.1'

Unknown-not in prison 4 91 32.9 .. 78.0

Awbiting trial 6 14 5.1 83.0

On probation

Not working and not in schbol

7 2 0.7 83.8

or prison 8 17 6.1 89.9

Absconder 9 9 3.2 93.1

Deceased 10 4 - 1.4- 94.6

In a mental institution 11 1 0.4 94.9

In school and working 12 11 4:0 98.9

Working and awaiting trial . . . 26 3 1.1 100.0

TOTAL 277 100.0 -

14.,
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10 presently exists would not have be n possible.

Although it was possible to col ect a great deal of data, the collection
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i

r2V.I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The present study was conducted for the New York State Bureau of Higlier

Education Opportunity Programs (HEOP) to provide a preliminary,evaluation of

the,HEOP in-prison program and to investigate the feasibility of conducting such,

an impact study. The study was perceived ae preliminary because these particular

HEOP programs have been in existence for relatively short periods of time.

The sample, was comprised of two hundred seventy-seven (277) exoffenders who

had attended HEOp programs while incarcerated in five correctiOnal facilities

in New York State. Extensive data were collected from four sources: in-prison

HEOP programs, corrections and parole files, parole officers, and,colleges.

The data was then operationalized resulting in the creation of seventy-two

variables of interest.

Through the cooperation and assistance of the New York State Department of

Correctional Services (DOCS) and the Executive Department, Division of Parole,

it was possible to collect a great deal more data than originally proposed.

The inclusion of all variables derived from criminal records, both past and present,

, was a direct result ,of this cooperation, as was the participation of parole

officers. .141.thout the goodwill
\

both of the above agencies, the study as it

process itself as, well as the operati nalization of variables were each time

10 consuming and cost y endeavors. Never heless, and regardless-of the pre-

liminary nature.of the study, the resul are both interesting and provacative.

In addition, they to be sufficient y contributory to warrant the expenditure

of both time and money;\enough so that it the r commendation of the authors

14,
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that the data base be expanded to include additional program participants who

have been released since the cut off point used in the present study.

Highlights of 'the results for the present study are presented below:

0

I. HEOP students participate in the in-prison program for relatively

4
short periods of time (average = 2.38 semesters). Regardless of this

facti beneficial results do occur.

2. Information from a variety of sources indicates that 125 of

213 Ss (59%) with available information attended college after their

release from prison. Post release college attendance which was

verified by colleges was available' for 200 Ss.- Of these, 103 of 200

/Dr 52% attendedtcollege; 82 of 200 or 41% attended college and

:received credit.

3. Employment information was available for 158 Sg. One hundred

nineteen or 75% of these had been involved in some type of employment

after release. At the time the data was collected, 59% were employed.

4. 97.5% of the sample with available information (154 of 158) had

participated in a school and/or a work experience after release from

prison.

5. Recidivism rates for the sample compare favorably with rates

reported in the literature. Most meaningfully, the rate of return

to a New York State correctional facility is 28.24 for the HEOP sample

compared to a rate of 33.6 as reported in the DOCS Five Year Study (Bala,

1979),althou6 somewhat different time periods were involved in the

two studies.

The majpr conclusion to be drawn from this study is that benefit is

derived from participation in a HEOP in-,prison program regardless of the fact

140
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.
.

that the population is academically disadvantaged and in spite of the relatively

short enrollment period. 'If it were possible for students to remain in the

program for longer periods while incarcerated (i.e., to avoid transfer to
...

another facility,which does not have a program), these benefits might be even

gre'ater.

l
0 4

.

1

.

4
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,- APPENDIX A

HEOP PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

All information contained in this appendix was obtained from
Program.proposals submitted for 1977-78 school years, HEOP
Annual Reports (for years 1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75, 1975-76),
and correspondence from program directorp.

Compiled bY Linda A. Collins

1 4
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In 1970 the Higher Education Opportunity Program (HEOP) was initiated

at independent colleges and universities across the state. The Program was

instituted in order that access to postsecondary higher education could be

available to those residents of New York State who are economically and ed-
.

ucationally disadvantaged.

In 1973 this goal of equalizing postsecondary education was taken a

sLep further when a program was implemented at Green Haven Correctional Facility.

Since then, disadvantaged students among inmate populations at foer additional

correctional facilities have been given acceseto,HEOP programs.

Recruitment

liest inmates hear about HEOP through conversations with other inmates who

are already enrolled in the prograM. There is,'however, an effort, made on the

part of the program staff to actively recruit students for the program'. This

is usually accomplished through the use of announcements on the facility radio

or pA system, through advertisements in the facility newspaper, and through the

dissemination of flyers and handbooks. Another methed used is recruiting

inmates from college preparatory or skills development programs where they exist;

Eligibility and Admission

The New York Stae E4ucation Law specifies that the HEOP program is intended

for residents of the State who are "economically and educationally disadvantaged,

as defined by the Regents." Any inmate wishing to attend a HEOP college program

must meet these basic criteria. Although guidelines have been developed to

indicate what constitutes economic disadvantagement, inmates as wards of the

State automatically become economically eligible.

Educational disadvantagement is usually described as "nen admissability to

any regular academic program at a particular institution," and is generally based
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on past high school performance and low test scores. An inmate's record

must deMonstrate that he is in fact academically disadvantaged.

In addition to the basic criteria, students are selected on the basis

of their ability and willingness to complete a degree. All prospective

students are interviewed, and factors such as references, the possession of

a high school diploma (or its equivalent), writing ability, and test scores

are often taken into consideration. Ipmates are usually expected to be able

to commit at least one year to the program. Therefore, inmates who are

eligible for parole, transfer, or who are near their maximum expiration of,

sentence dates are generally not admitted to the program.

Supportive Services

Once admitted to the program,the inmate must be a matriculated

student. He takes courses that are identical to those offered on campus at

the sponsuing college, is taught by the same faculty, and is subject to the

same grading system.

Although the college inmate is expected to perform at the college level,

he is not expected to proceed at the same pace as his traditional student counter-

part. During the first quarter of the course, an attempt is made by faculty and

program staff to recognize and identify any basic academic deficiencies. Intensive

tutorial services are then initiated, and with continued tutorial,assistance and

counseling, it is expected that the last third of the course can be taught at a

level that approximates die level of teaching at the sponsoring colleges.

Supportive services are a vital part of any Higher Education Opportunity

Program. This is especially true of the prison programs. Although the- is some

variation between programs, incarcerated students at all five correctional facil-

ities generally receive tutoring, counseling and some degree of remedial or develop-
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mental course work.

In most cases, tutoring is handled by professors nnd by students who

mare enrolled at the sponsoring college or university. Other programs utilize

counselors or employ special teaching assistants as tutors. Por security

reasons, still other programs have adopted a tutoring program whereby in-

cargerated students tutor each other.

By design, there are several different types of gZUnseling availalile

to the Incarcerated student. For example, ali studehti are counseled to

some degree before being enrolled in the program. Once admitted, however,

an incarcerated student is likely ( and in many cases required) to make

himself available for academic, personal, vocational, and financial aid

counseling.

.The remedial and preparatory courses and programs that are part of the

HEOP priset-programs include mathematics, reading,- writing, and pte-freshmen

preparatory and developmental skills programs.

Evaluation

Incarcerated students are subject to evaluations. In most cases, this

means that they are subjected to the same separation and termination policies

that govern their regularly admitted counterparts at the,supportilg college.

The prison programs do tend to be more flexible. It is understoo4, especially

in the case of the incarcerated student, that there might be extenuating

circumstances-that can adversely affect academic performance (for example, court---

appearances, instTtutionally initiated disciplinary actions, and medical excuses).

Despite this, however, an inmate is inimany cases expected to maintain a grade

point average of at least a 2.0. Failure to do so couh result in termination.

Other factors which might result in the incarcerated student being terminated
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,
, -

frpM the program include the acumulation of incoMpleted courses, lack of

a ,

/
/ ettendgnce, the failue to complete the necessary financial aid applications,

i -

an.d other behavior not consistent with an acaciemic program.
;

Staff Orientation and Training

Due;to the unique nature Of the program, rientations" and "in-service"

training aie especially importanE. Recognizfi4g this, the state-wide HEOP

Professnnal'Organization provides conferencie each year for 'both new and

. .d
experienced counselors,and staff. The HEOP'

I

Central Office runs an annual
'

administrative training course for.new proji; t directors and assist pt direc'tors.

1

The correctional facility will, in most caS.. , also provide some orientation for

the staff in order Co familiarize them with the rules, regulations, and hazards

of working within &maximum security prisoi.

The chart which follows,describes in m re detail the specifics of each of

. ,

the correctional facilLtRts where- programs.have been implemented.

1

a

et

a
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TROGRAM DESCRIPTIONN6ART
(all info. based -on 76-77 year) \,

.

. . .

GREEN1

HAVEN

GREAT

MEADOW COX

,

\

ATTICA

YEAR PROGRAM WAS IMPLEMENTED 1973

1750

.

X
X

-X

X

,X

.

.

X

X

X
Y'

X

X

X

65/11d

.

.

1200

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

69/200

0

,

X

X

.X

X
.,

X

X

X

X,

X

.

1976 \

1750

X

. .

X

X

X

X

.

X

X

48/101

.
,.

POPULATION FROM WHICH SAMPLt

CAN BE DRAWN (approximate)
'

. /

RECRUITMENT
,

/
announcements on radio Dr PA system
dissemination of flyers or handbooks

mailings to individuals
Word of mouth

...

Ads in faculty newspaper
Refserrals .

Through College Prep Program o '

skills development program
,

ELLGIBILITY & ADMISSION
Meet HEOP criteria of being
economically and educationally

disadvantaged
Testing (IQ)
Testizng (aptitude)
High school diploma or equivalency

References
Records
Personal interview
Recommendations by program direceor

and another program staff member

Application
,

Previous school or job record
Demonstration of writing ability
Commitment of 1 year

In a 'position to make commitment

for 1 year
Number of applicants acr.epted

SUPPORT SERVICES

AUBURN

X

X

'X

X

X

X

.30/154

Counseling
For potential eneolees X X X

Academic counseling for students X X

u
Personal

X X X

Vocational
X X X

Financial advisement X X

Counselor/student ratio

13u

1:25 1:20 1:30 2:80 2:80
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Tutoring
By peerss(other students, in program)
By peers (reg. students at affiliatgd
college or university)
By teachers (professors)
By teaching assistants
By counselors,
By use of taped lectures
By use of special learning lab
Tutor/HEOP ratio

GREEN
RAVEN

1:3

itemedial and Prep Courses and Programs

Mathematics X

Reading and writing X

PrefreShman prep and dev. skills prog. X

,SCHEDULING

Counseling sessions
counseling initiated by students availabl
counseling initiated by staff available

. Classes

classes held in evenings
" week days
" Saturdays

" during summer
fulltime courses offered .

parttime 'courses offered
max. number of hours per semester

EVALUATION OF STUDENTS

GPA (graded)
Nongraded evaluations
Students are warned or appear before
academic review committees before bein
terminated from the program.
requirements for staying in program
maintain GPA of 2.0

STAFF ORIENTATION AND TRAINING ,

For tutors
Fon professors.
For counselors

4.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

X

X

GREAT
MEADOW

X

1:15

X

every
6 wks.

X

COX

X

1:1,or

smell

groups

X

X

X

X

X

X

ATTICA

X

X

1:1 or

small
groups

X

twice/

sem.

X

X

AUBURN

k

1:1 or

small

groups

X

3 X's/
sem.

X

X

X

12

X

'V
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APPEND Data Collection Forms

,

,

Form ill: Corrections Form

Form 1/2: Program Form
Key to Program Form
Intake Prognosis Form

Form 113: Parole Form
Consent Form

Form 1/4: College Form



-134- Form 111

HEOP Prison Program Parole Area Office
N.Y. C,ity Officer

NYSIS No.
Name

Inmate (DIN) No D.O.B.

Program Crime Race

County of Commitment Drug Use

Date Sentenced Yes (Type

Date Received .No

Jail Time Education

Term Highest grade attained

Maximum H.S. grauuation

'Release Date H.S. equivalency

Type of Release Other

Institute Release CI From Achievement Scores

Reading (PM)

Math. (AC)

Grade Average

Test

Previous Record I.Q. Score

None Test

Over

Subsequent Record

None

Date / Crime / Disposition

Data Collector

Date



Rribtious_flecord

Date / Crime 1 Disposition

-135- Form 1/1 continued

111



111*

*Use Key

Earned

DATA COLLEC:ION FORM IN PRISON PROGMM

Type of Number Length of Time Status * Reading Math Supportive Services* Present*

c Pro ra 4 of Credits in Pro:ram*

seM sum

MA or GPA (before release)

.

Level Level remedial tutorial counseling Statua 4

.
.

, ,

c,

1

1-,

1....)

a\
1

.

,

hd
-CI

11

-0

t.

t)

.
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KEY

TYPE OF PROGRAM
1 = in prison
2 = ed release
3 = 1 & 2 \\

LENGTH OF TIE IN PROGRAM
Tc-cTuht summerg,,separately, e.g., 2 semesters, 1 summer)

STATUS (before skelease)
,1 = graduated \

2 = withdraw

3 = terminated (by program, e.g., kicked out)
4'=. transferred (to another prison)
5 = active
6 = other (specify) .

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PROVIDED

remedia14developmental/compensatory YES NO
tutorial YES NO
counseling 'YES NO

Form #2 continued

',EARNED NUMBER OF CREDITS

This refers to 'the number
of credits earned while
in the Prison Program.

'STATUS PRESENT

1 = in college (if possible specify where)
2 = at work (specify type of work if possible)
3 = unemployed
4 = in court
5 = in.prison new incarceration
6 = other (specify)

GPA

PLEASE RESPOND!'

1. What is 'the highest possible GPA?
2. How is GPA calculated (i.e., what happens to W, I, F)



Name

-138- .

INTAKE PROGNOSIS

POTENTIAL "
Upon acceptance into the program,

this student's potential was viewed
as being: (Circle one response)

9.1
01
19I-
9.1

c?c.

Form 112 continued

..

RELIABILITY OF RATING
Based on memory and/or files,

this assessment of potential is:
(Circle one response)

,

,

'POTENTIAL The definition of potential includes two factor:. I) academic success potential, and
2) potential for success upon'release.

.,



8a. Record Update since release
Arrest Crime Conviction

r-4

Commitment

sentence date

sentence date

sentence date

Number of Misconduct Reports (submitted or pending)._

Number of VP Reports (submitted or pending)
no warrant with dispogition pending
no warrant after disposition
warrant - Revocation Hearing pending
_ criminal-charges pending

incarceration in local facility
warrant - other_

returned
returned when available
restored
returned - new commitment

Parole Area Office

Parole Officer:

The person named below has had ,access to the benefit of a College
education through the Higher Education Opportunity Program
(HEOP) while incarcerated. The impact of such education is pre-
sently being explored. To do so, current information concerning
this person is necessary.

Your completion of the items.contained inside this questionnaire
would be of great assistance. Please complete the eight items in
terms of the parole period which started with the date of release
cited below. In the event the person is off parole because of com-
pletion of sentence or parole violation, please cOmplete as of me
date of ME or prior to being cited for.parole violation. Make a note
of this date on the top of the next page in the space provided.

Thank you.

Name _ No.

Date of Release_

Information release has been signed Yes
No

f;



The date thit questionnaire is valid for

This person
is on parole
has completed sentence
has been reincarcerated

1. Present Employment Status (check all that apply)
full time (approximately 40 hours per week)
part time (regular employment but less than full time)
casual labor
student

2. , Employment Record since release
Typ_p_s_t fob Pates of lumen.;

3. Educational Status (check appropriate response & fill in blanks)

Name of
College_ _Location

_

presentfy-erkrolled
fulltime
part time

previously enrolled

Dates of
_Attendance_

Name of Dates of

Seem ;Location IJItter7sljznce

graduated
dropped out

has not attended college since release

II_ Approximate Pretent Income
estimated on a per year basis

16.,

5. Present Source of Income (check all that apply)
employment (non-college related)
education

HEOP
EOP
TAP
VA
OVR
Loan
College Work Experience

_ Other
welfare_ HR case simply

HR case in program
. _ ADC case

ADC in WIN program
SSI

disability and compensation
SS disability
NYS disability
Compensation

unemployment
family major support
other_

Are CETA funds involved?
'Yes
No

6. Present Family Situation
lives with family
has family isk the vicinity
has no family in the area

0

rr

7. Other Major Events Which Might Significantly Affect Living g

Situation (E.g., recent marriage, recent loss of job, etc.)

16



-141- Form 1/3 continued

Sometimes people wonder whether college programs are

beneficial for students. We want to be able to anticipate this

and have answers,ready. For this reason, a survey is being

conducted to explore the impact of attending a college program

while-in prison.

In order to study the worth or merit of the college

higher education oPportunity program, we would like to have

your permission for your parole officer to share.with us infor-

mation concerning your employment and income. Your signature

below indicates that you have given this permission. Please

be assUred that even though we desire your consent, the infor-

mation will remain anonymous.

We appreciate your cooperation. Your consent could help

another person attain further college education through continued

HEOP funding.

Signatuie

late

4
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College

Address

142 Form IA

Name

Social Security Number

Ever Enrol ed:

No_

Yes If Yes:

1. Presently enrolled
date of entry

Previously enrolled
dates of attendance

2. Number of credits accrued at your institution

3. Length of enrollnient at your institution

Number of semesters Number of summers

4. Major

. CPA (cummulative)

Please return to: HEOP-
P.O. Box 26 3-Amherst Branch
Buffalo, New ork 14226
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APPENpIX 0

Dictionary of Occupational Titles:

Category Definitions
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DEFINITIONS OF DOT CATEGORIES

0
. Professional, Technical, and Managerial Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with the theoretical or practical aspectsof such fields of hurnan endeavor as,art, science, engineering, education, medicine, law,business relations, and administrative, managerial and technical work. Most of these occupationsrequire substantial educational preparation (usually at the university, junior college, or technicalinstitute level).

2 Clerical and SaleS Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with preparing, transcribing, transferring,systematizing, and preserving written comthunications and records; collecting accounts; dis-tributing information; and influencing customers in favor of a commodity or service. Includesoccupations closely idendfied with sales transactions even though they do not jnvolve actualoarticipation.

3 Service Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with performing tasks in and around privatehouseholds; serving individuals in 'institutions and in commercial and other establishments; andprotecting the public against crime, fire, accidents, and acts of war.

4 Farming, Fishery, Forestry, and Related Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with growing, harvesting, catching, andgathering land and aquatic plant and animal life and the products thereof; and occupationsconcerned with providing servibes in sUpport of these activities.

5 Processing Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with refining, mixing, compounding,chemically treating, heat treating, or similarly working materials and products. Knowledge ofa process and adherence to formulas or other specifications are required in some degree.Vats, stills, ovens, furnaces, mixing maéhines, crushers, grinders, 4nd related equipment ormachines are usually involved.

6 Machine Trades Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with feeding, tending, operating, controlling,and setting up machines to cut, bore, mill, abrade, print, and similarly work such materialsas metal, paper, wood 'and stone. Throughout this category, the overall relationship of the workerto the machine is of prime importance. At the more complex levels, the important aspects of thework will include understanding machine functions, reading blueprints, making mathematicalcomputations, and exercising judgment to attain conformance to specifications. Coordination of'the eyes and hands is the most Significant factor at thelower levels. Disassembly, repair,reassembly, installaticn, and maintenance of machines and mechanical equipment, and weaving,knitting, spinning, and similarly working textiles are included in this category.

16u
fif
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7 Bench Work Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with the use of body members, handtools,
and bench machines to Et, grind, carve, mold, paint, sew, assemble, inspect, repair, and similarly
work relatively small objects and materials, such as jewelry, phonographs, light bulbs, musical
instruments, tires, footwear, pottery, and garments. The work is usually performed at a set
position in a mill, plant, or shop at a bench,-worktable, or conveyor. At the more complex levels,
workers frequently read blueprints, follow patterns, use a variety of handtools, and assume
responsibility for meeting standards. Workers of the less complex levels are required to follow
standardized procedures.

8 Structural Work Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with fabricating, erecting, installing, paving,
painting, repairing, and similarly working structures or structural parts, such as bridges, build-
ings, roads, motor vehicles, cables, airplane engines, girders, plates and frames. The work
generally occurs outside a factory or shop environment, except, for factory production line
occupations. Tools used are hand or portable power tools, and such materials as wood, metal,
concrete, glass, and clay are involved. Workers are frequently required to have a knowledge
of the materials with which they work, e.g., stress, strains, durability, and resistance to weather.

9 Miscellaneous Occupations

This category includes occupations concerned with transportation services; packaging and
warehousing; utilities; amusement, recreation, and motion picture services; mining and logging;
graphic,arts; and various miscellaneous activitieS.
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Ab4cond

A C.D,

-147-

GLOSSARY

To leave one's usual place of residence in order to
avoid legal, proceedings.

Adjourned in contemplation of dismissal.

Acquitted Released; absolved, purged of an accusation; to be
judicially discharged from accusation.

Adjoultned To put off further proceedings either indefinitely or

until a later time.

AnAa,Zg nineat To bring a prisoner to the bar of the court to answe
the matter charged upon him in the indictMent. The

arraignment of the prisoner consists of calling him by
name, reading him the indictment, asking him whether he

is guilty or not guilty, and entering his plea.

Tfie taking custody of another for the purpose of holding
or detaining him to answer a criminal charge or civil

demand.

Annezt

sla Bond A pledge of cash or property to assure a person's appear-

ance in court.

Bench Wavtant A warrant issued by a presiding judge or by a court
against a person guilty of some contempt or indicted for

ssome crime.

Sat A declaration in writing stating some wrong a complainant

has suffered from a defendant.

.ase Revoked The case was made void.

Ch4tet 148

Condonat Di6chltge

CoadWona Retecuse

ConvieVon

0

The conditional release of a person based on the credit
of "good behavior" time. That is,a person may be condition-

ally released (if he so requests) when his total good

behavior time is eaual to the unserved portion of his
sentence. (McKinney's Session Laws of New Yqrk, 1975,

Chapter 148)

A decision of the court that the defendant will be released
with respect to the conviction for which the sentence is

imposed without imprisonment or probation supervision, but
subject, during the period of conditional discharge to such

conditions as the court may determine.

.See Parole

A verdict of guilty.

6
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Ctime

Cus to dy

DIN Numbet

ai,shonotahe Dachange

Di4w:ssue

L)m,tas at. ((litho td
Plejaiee

Feeony

ndete milate Sentenec

InoUct

Juveatte Dainquency

Juventee Dainquent

(JD)

-148-

A violation of a (LS. law designated as a misdemeanor or

felony.

1) The detaining of a man's person by virtue of lawful

process or authority. 2) Tbe care and keeping of anything

as when an article is said to be in the "custody of the

court".

The number assigned to a person upon being received into

a New York State correctional facility.

Exam*: 78 - A - 123 .

78 = the year that the prisoner wa,s received

at the correctional facility.

A = signifies a specific correctional facility

(i.e., A = Attica)
123 = the number assizned to that prisoner for

that year. (i.e a priswier With this DIN
number would be the 123rd person received

at Attica prison in 19,78)

A dismissal from the service for bad conduct or a punish-

ment imposed by sentence of a court martial for offenses

against the military law.

An order or judgment finally disposing of an action,suit,

motion etc., by sending it out of court,without a trial of

the issues involved.

The act of sending a case out of court before being heard

on its merits when the plaintiff is at liberty to bring

.
another action for the same cause.

A crime of graver or more atrocious nature than those

designated as misdemeanors. Generally an offense punishable

by death or imprisonment in.excess of one year.

A form of sentence to imprisonment which instead of fixing

rigidly the duration of the imprisonment declares that it

shall be for a period "nst less than" so many years and

"no more than so many years", or not less that the minimum

period prescribed by statute as the punishment for the.

particular offense or more than the maximum period.

To be charged wIth a criminal offense.

1) A status in a juvenile characterized by antisocial be-

havior (as truancy, waywardness, incorrigibility) that is

beyond P arental control and therefore subject to legal

action. 2) A violation of the law of the U.S. that is com-

mitted by a juvenile and that is punishable by death ot

life inprisonment.

A person adjudged to be a delinquent under the age fixed

by law (as 16t,or 18 years or 21 years in a few states).

t;t)

.

411
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Miodemeanok An offenae, other than a "traffic infraction," for

which a sentence to a term of imprisonment in excess of
fifteen days may be imposed, but for which a sentence

to a term of imprisonment im,excess of one year cannot

be imposed.

_NYSITS Numben (New York State Intelligence Inquiry ServiOe): The number

assigned to A person after being arrested And finger printed

for a crime.

066ewse Conduct for which a sentence to a term of ilOrisonment or

to a fine is provided by any law of this st4e; a breach of

criminal laws.

Panoee The conditional release of an offender from a correctional

institution,after he has served a portion of the sentence,

to the supervision of a Parole Officer for the unexpired .

portion of the sentence. (New York State Divis4.on of Parole).

Piltote VZotatok One who violates the conditrions of his parole.

PencUng

P.I.N.S

Puha-lion

Begun butnot yet completed; in the process of settlement

or adjustment.

(Person In Need of Supervision). A petition taken out

usually by parents or by school officials at Family Court

saying that the child is "habitually disobedient and beyond

their lawful control".

The alloWing of a person conviCted of some minor offense

(particulally juvenile offenders) to go atlarge under a

suspension of sentence, during good behavior, and generally

under the supervision of guardianship of a probation officer.

Pubation Viotatot Oae who violates the conditions of his probation.

Restitution

Pewit/sae

Se,to Decision

Sentence

The act of making good or giving equivalent for any losa,

damage or injury.

//
The annulling or making void a juOment on account of some

error or irregularity.

A decision of the court which atates that it is unlawful

to impose a prispn sentence for a crime that is classified

as a misdemeanor (Sero V. Preiser 8.21.74)

The judgment formally pronounced by the court or judge

upon the defendant after his conviction in a criminal

prosecution; the awarding of the punishment to be inflicted.

17,
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Suspension Ot
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-150-

The accused is given the privilege of serving each day
a portion of each sentence.

This term may, mean either a withholding or postponing
sentencing of a prisoner after conviction, or postponing
the execution of the sentence after it has been pronounced.

An offense, other than a "traffic infraction," for which
a sentence to a term of imprisonment in excess of fifteen
days may not be imposed.

A writ issued by a magistrate, justice,or competent au-, ,

thority, addressed to a sherif, constable, or other officer
requiring him to arrest the person named and bring him before 4o,

the magistrate or court to answer to the offense he is charged
with having committed.

WithdAcata A failure to prosecute bithe person preferring charges.

Youth6ue 066endet (YO) A young lawbreaker usually between the ages of 16 and 22
who has not committed a crime punishable by death or life 4

imprisonment and toward whom a ciiminal court may use
juvenile court procedures to attempt rehabilitation without
imprisonment or other usual penalties.

1 -2
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